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Abstract

Five highly repeated DNA families were isolated from the grasshopper Caledia captiva. These families were analyzed with DNA reassociation, restriction endonucleases, DNA sequencing and in situ hybridization. Results from the first three analyses demonstrated that there was a large range of nucleotide sequence variation among repeats from these DNA families, from a low of 0% to a high of 16%. However, at least within the Taq family of repeats, there was a conserved region which showed no variation at the individual, populational, racial or subspecific levels. Furthermore, this conserved region formed a part of a region of dyad or two-fold symmetry, which is suggestive of protein-DNA interaction. The Taq sequence family was distributed in different chromosomal regions in the various taxa and, quantitatively, shows a negative correlation with the grade of reproductive isolation present in the species group. In contrast, the Barn family sequences are considerably more variable in nucleotide sequence than the Taq family sequences. Thus the tandem array of Barn sequences showed more interrepeat variability than the intersubspecific comparisons of the Taq repeats. This increased variation may be due to the age of the Barn family. Except for the comparisons of repeats from a tandem array, the Barn family sequences demonstrate equivalent amounts of variation at all taxonomic levels. The Barn family repeats apparently have similar copy numbers in each of the taxa. Three C. captiva
highly repeated Eco RI fragments from a single bacteriophage clone were also analyzed. In situ hybridizations indicated that these sequences were dispersed throughout the genomes of the C. captiva taxa, as well as C. species nova 1. Preliminary sequencing data suggested that these three sequences were related, but belong to different highly repeated DNA families. In addition, at least one of these repeats has a sequence structure which is necessary for forming the Z-DNA conformation. The results from this study of the Caledia repeated DNA sequences are discussed in terms of the evolution and potential functional significance of highly repeated sequence families.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Literature Survey

An analysis of the organization of DNA within the genomes of eukaryotes was greatly facilitated by the discovery that, given the proper biochemical conditions, dissociated complementary strands of bacterial DNA would specifically reassociate (Marmur et al., 1963). Although this reassociation was defined by second-order kinetics, it was soon apparent that various portions of the eukaryote genome possessed differing "rates of reassociation" and differing levels of stability for the reassociated DNA (Britten and Kohne, 1968). These differences were subsequently attributed to dissimilarities in the repetition frequencies of various DNA sequences and the repetition frequencies were found to vary greatly within a genome. For example, the mouse genome was defined as consisting of approximately 70% unique or non-repetitive sequences, 20% sequences which are represented by $10^3 - 10^5$ copies and 10% sequences with $10^6$ or more copies (Britten and Kohne, 1968). In the mouse genome, the latter fraction was defined as a highly repeated sequence "family" in the sense that sufficient homology was present between individual repeats which allowed reassociation. In contrast to the pattern of genome organization in the mouse, Flavell et al. (1974) found that the repeated sequences in 23 plant species constituted from 46-95% of the total genome. This type of measurement is dependent upon the conditions of reassociation (Moyzis et al., 1981). A more detailed examination of hexaploid wheat (Smith and Flavell, 1975), indicated that this genome was composed of a slow,
intermediate and rapidly reannealing fraction which constituted approximately 12%, 83% and 4-10% of the genome, respectively.

The initial analyses of highly repeated DNA families were reported almost a decade after the secondary structure of the DNA molecule had been defined by Watson and Crick (1953). A number of studies which utilized the technique of equilibrium ultracentrifugation of DNA in CsCl gradients, resolved multiple bands within a genome (Kit, 1961; 1962 a,b; Sueoka, 1961; Sueoka and Cheng, 1962; Szybalski, 1962). Sueoka (1961) detected a bimodal distribution in the guanine + cytosine content when selected samples of crab, calf and mouse DNA were subjected to this process. Likewise, Kit (1961; 1962 a,b) noted that the density gradients of mouse and guinea pig DNA differed from experiments involving both rat and human DNA in that the latter two demonstrated a single band following centrifugation. Although the presence of minor or "satellite" (Kit, 1961) bands in only two of three crab species examined led Sueoka (1961) to suggest that these bands might somehow be artifactual, both he and Kit (1962b) recognized that they could represent DNA which had a relatively higher ratio of adenine + thymine (A+T) to guanine + cytosine (G+C). This conclusion was drawn from the observation that an increase in the mean molar G+C content caused a linear increase in the mean buoyant density of DNA (Rolfe and Meselson, 1959). Therefore, these relatively less dense minor bands would represent DNA which had an overall lower G+C content. In fact, Flamm et al. (1967) proved this to be the case after determining the nucleotide composition of mouse satellite by
utilizing chromatography following enzymatic breakdown of the DNA into 5'-monophosphates.

Further studies of mouse satellite DNA specified that this component had a high degree of homogeneity both in terms of the molecular weights as well as the G+C content of the individual DNA molecules (Flamm et al., 1966). This homogeneity was indicated by both the sharpness of the mouse minor band formed in CsCl gradients and the three to four-fold narrower DNA melting curve for the satellite fraction relative to unfractionated mouse DNA. Moreover, it was noted that this DNA fraction had the ability to renature rapidly relative to other portions of the mouse nuclear and mitochondrial genomes and bacterial genomes (Bolton et al., 1965; Walker and McLaren, 1965; Flamm et al., 1966; Waring and Britten, 1966; Flamm et al., 1967). In light of the rate constant of reassociation calculated for this DNA, it was estimated that this fraction consisted of approximately 1.0 x 10^6 tandemly repeated copies of a 300 - 400 base pair long sequence (Bolton et al., 1965; Waring and Britten, 1966).

In addition to the molecular characteristics of the satellite DNA, which suggested a structure composed of relatively simple, homogeneous components, the chromosomal location of rapidly reannealing DNA was defined cytologically in human, mouse and Drosophila genomes (Pardue and Gall, 1969; 1970; Jones, 1970; Rae, 1970; Jones and Corneo, 1971; Gall et al., 1971; Peacock et al., 1974). The human satellite II (Jones and Corneo, 1971) and mouse satellite (Pardue and Gall, 1969; 1970; Jones, 1970) were shown to be restricted to the centromeric regions within their respective genomes. Rae (1970) and Gall et al. (1971) found that
rapidly reannealing DNA components from *Drosophila melanogaster*, isolated both by hydroxyapatite chromatography and buoyant density gradients, showed a variety of hybridization sites including the chromocenter, the nucleolar organizer and a region near the tip of chromosome 3. Peacock et al. (1974) extended the analysis of the *D. melanogaster* highly repeated families by the isolation of previously undetected satellite sequences. This was accomplished by the utilization of antibiotic - CsCl gradients. The rationale for the use of such gradients was that certain antibiotics had been demonstrated to bind differentially to various DNA sequences, thus causing a change in their buoyant densities and thereby facilitating their separation in a CsCl gradient (Brown et al., 1971). Such satellites were later termed "cryptic" (see Singer, 1982 for review) because they were not detected in standard buoyant density gradients. In *D. melanogaster*, actinomycin-D-CsCl gradients resolved four major satellite peaks (Peacock et al., 1974). These satellites, as with those previously identified (Rae, 1970; Gall et al., 1971), demonstrated limited cytological distributions. The sites of hybridization of c-RNA's synthesized from the four satellites included the chromocenter, a single band in the 21 C-D region of chromosome 2 and the centromeric regions of each of the large autosomes, the X and chromosome 4 (Peacock et al., 1974). The localities of hybridization of the highly repeated fractions from each of these organisms, corresponded mostly to regions containing heterochromatin (Pardue and Gall, 1970; Jones and Corneo, 1971; Peacock et al., 1974).
On the basis of reassociation kinetics, repetitive sequences were shown to be ubiquitous in all but bacterial, viral and blue-green algae genomes (Britten and Kohne, 1967; 1968). However, repetitive DNA and in particular satellite sequences isolated from different organisms were found to be distinct from one another both on the basis of buoyant density and reassociation data (Hennig and Walker, 1970; Skinner and Kerr, 1971; Walker, 1971; Beattie and Skinner, 1972). Hennig and Walker (1970) found that, within and between the two rodent families Cricetidae and Muridae, variation existed in the banding position of minor satellites as well as in the relative amounts of these satellites. Even within a single genus (Apodemus) "remarkable variation" was detected between the satellites from four species (Hennig and Walker, 1970). Likewise, Skinner and Kerr (1971) discovered variation in the buoyant density values and relative amounts of light and heavy satellites from four species of crab and a single lobster species. In addition to the differences detected by buoyant density analyses, heterologous DNA-DNA hybridizations involving repeated sequences from a number of mammalian species revealed, on average, only 20% homology (Hoyer et al., 1964).

The unique properties of these sequences (ie. highly repeated, tandemly arranged and distinctive base composition between closely related species) led to proposals of novel evolutionary mechanisms to account for their formation and organization. Britten and Kohne (1967) and Southern (1970) suggested that such sequences had originated relatively recently as indicated by their species specificity. The former authors
also proposed that the repetitiveness of these families of sequences was the result of numerous copies of a sequence being made over a short time period by a process they referred to as saltatory replication. In addition, Southern (1970) suggested that evolution of the guinea pig α-satellite could be explained by multiplication events followed by periods of no amplification, but with the occurrence of base pair mutations. This model was used to explain the differential repetition of sequence variants detected in the guinea-pig satellite via pyrimidine tract analysis (Southern, 1970). If a sequence variant arose early in the evolutionary history of the family and was subsequently amplified by unequal crossing-over it would have a relatively higher frequency than a variant which arose late in this process and, therefore, had not undergone the same level of amplification (Southern, 1970; Walker, 1971).

The view that highly repeated or satellite DNA was relatively simple in sequence, as suggested by earlier studies (Flamm et al., 1967), had to be modified when data from pyrimidine tract analysis (Southern, 1970; Peacock et al., 1974; Biro et al., 1975), quantitative estimates (Sueoka, 1961; Mazrimas and Hatch, 1972), restriction endonuclease mapping (Botchan, 1974; Southern, 1975a) and DNA sequencing (Fry et al., 1973; Brutlag and Peacock, 1975; Endow et al., 1975; Shmookler Reis and Biro, 1978) were considered. All of these suggested the presence of a highly complex and integrated organization for these sequence families. For example, whilst the D. melanogaster highly repeated DNA families demonstrated intra-satellite
sequence variation (Peacock et al., 1974; Brutlag et al., 1977),
each of the four major satellites had related sequences (Brutlag
and Peacock, 1975). Strachan et al. (1982) using, in particular,
the techniques of restriction endonuclease mapping and filter
hybridization also detected interspecific homologies for
Drosophila satellites as well as sequence homologies between some
of these satellites. In addition, these authors detected
variation in the repeat lengths of the "500 bp" satellite
sequences using the restriction enzyme analysis. More recent
analyses of satellite sequences from other animal taxa, involving
nucleotide sequencing of cloned repeats (bovine: Plucienniczak et
al., 1982; Tapasowsky and Gerbi, 1982; nematode: Muller et al.,
1982; mouse: Pietras et al., 1983; african clawed-toad: Meyerhoff
et al., 1983; sheep: Novak, 1984; and rat: Epstein et al., 1984)
have also demonstrated the presence of i) sequence heterogeneity
within highly repeated DNA families and ii) homology among
satellites from a given species.

The utility of nucleotide sequence data, in terms of defining
the organization of a highly repeated DNA family, is discussed
here using the studies of the primate "α-satellite" sequence
(Maio, 1971) as an example. The "fundamental" unit of the α-
satellite DNA was determined to be a 170 bp repeat as measured by
restriction endonuclease cleavage. However, various primate
species have repeat sequences which are defined as multiples (ie.
170n; n=1,2 or 4) of the fundamental unit (Donehower and
Gillespie, 1979). Thus, baboons (Papio), macaques (Macaca)
and mangbeys (Cercocebus) are distinguished by a basic repeat
which is 340 bp long. Guenon (Cercopithecus) species, on the
other hand, have a 170 bp repeat, whilst the colobus monkey (Colobus) has a repeat unit of 680 bp. The initial sequence analysis of the primate $\alpha$-satellite was carried out on the African Green monkey (AGM) repeat family (Rosenberg et al., 1978). This analysis demonstrated that the AGM repeats were not identical, but rather constituted a family of closely related 172 bp sequences. Rosenberg et al. (1978) showed that the repeat units were not internally repetitive and that divergence at the 172 bp positions was not random, but occurred more frequently at some positions than at others. In a further analysis of the AGM $\alpha$-satellite, Thayer et al. (1981) found that neighboring repeats were no more similar to one another than randomly isolated 172 bp units. Sequence analysis of human $\alpha$-satellite identified a 171 bp monomer unit which was 65% homologous to the 172 bp AGM repeat (Manuelidis and Wu, 1978). Both the human and the AGM sequences were shown to have numerous stop codons as well as several regions of dyad symmetry (Manuelidis and Wu, 1978). An analysis of $\alpha$-satellite repeats from the baboon defined a 343 bp sequence (Donehower et al., 1980). This repeat unit was shown to consist of two "wings" of 172 bp and 171 bp which shared 69% homology. In contrast, the 172 bp wing was 92% homologous to the AGM repeat unit. A comparison of the baboon, AGM and human $\alpha$-satellites led to the suggestion that each of their respective repeats had a common ancestor (Donehower et al., 1980). An examination of $\alpha$-satellite DNA from the bonnet monkey (Macaca radiata) genome revealed a similar pattern of organization to that found in the baboon (Rubin et al., 1980). The basic repeat in the bonnet
monkey was shown to be a 344 bp sequence which consisted of two related 172 bp sequences (Monomer I and II). Results from the comparison of these two sequences to each other as well as to the human and AGM α-satellite DNA are shown in Table 1-1 (derived from Rubin et al., 1980). Both of the 172 bp sequences demonstrated greater homology with the AGM sequence than they did with each other. These two monomer units shared less homology with the human repeat (Table 1-1). Recent analyses of the α-satellite sequences have involved the detailed examination of junctions between these sequences and non-α-satellite DNA (McCutchan et al., 1982; Maresca and Singer, 1983; Maresca et al., 1984). The AGM satellites at such junctions were found to be not only divergent forms of the major α-satellite sequence (McCutchan et al., 1982), but in some instances novel satellites were identified (Maresca and Singer, 1983; Maresca et al., 1984).

The D. melanogaster satellites were shown to be distributed in numerous chromosomal locations such that each chromosome had "... a quantitatively and qualitatively unique segmented makeup of its heterochromatin" (Peacock et al., 1978). This segmental pattern of organization had previously been documented in the red-necked wallaby (Dunsmuir, 1976) and was also demonstrable for satellites from various plant (cereal) genomes (Peacock et al., 1978; Appels and Peacock, 1978).

As noted above, the complex pattern of organization between highly repeated DNA families included sequence relatedness among satellites from a given species. Furthermore, comparative analyses have also detected sequence homologies between the highly repeated fractions from related species (Sutton and
Table 1-1. Percent homology between the α-satellite monomers from the bonnet monkey and between these sequences and the α-satellite DNA from human and african green monkey (AGM) genomes. This table was derived from Rubin et al. (1980).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HUMAN</th>
<th>AGM</th>
<th>MONOMER I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monomer I</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer II</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, these sequence homologies were in contrast to the marked quantitative differences for a given satellite present in related species (Peacock et al., 1978). The obvious question generated from these findings was: How could a repeated sequence family which possesses up to $10^6$ copies remain relatively homogeneous in terms of its basic sequence and yet fluctuate dramatically in quantity between related species? As mentioned previously a number of mechanisms had been envisaged to explain the amplification and evolution of these sequences (Britten and Kohne, 1967; Southern, 1970). Smith (1976) demonstrated mathematically that the process of unequal crossing over will, by chance, lead to the "homogenization" of an originally heterogeneous array of tandem repeats. This homogenization results in the predominance of one sequence variant. In addition, the simulations utilized to define the mechanism of unequal crossing over also suggested that in the absence of selective forces, the "natural state" of a DNA sequence was that of a tandem array (Smith, 1976). Subsequent to the analysis by Smith (1976), studies of yeast ribosomal RNA loci have indicated that unequal crossing over can occur between sister chromatids during both mitosis (Szostak and Wu, 1980) and meiosis (Petes, 1980).

In addition to the amplification and "homogenization" of a sequence array, it is also apparent that highly repeated DNA families have in some cases spread from a single to many chromosomal locations. Botchan (1974) suggested that a "rolling
circle" model of DNA amplification was the most plausible explanation for the pattern of organization observed in the bovine satellite I DNA. An inherent component of this process is the formation of rings of satellite DNA which are excised products of reciprocal intrastrand recombination. It is proposed that these rings then undergo a rolling circle mechanism of amplification analogous to that exhibited by rDNA in Xenopus oocytes (Hourcade et al., 1973). This results in an array of identical tandem repeats which have been postulated to reintegrate into the germ line genome (Botchan, 1974). If this reintegration occurs in a nonhomologous chromosomal region the sequence would then be established in a novel position. More recently, the discovery of moderately repetitive elements which have the ability to transpose either themselves or, in the case of the prokaryotic IS elements, entire chromosome segments from one site to another (see Iida et al., 1983 for review) has suggested a further mechanism capable of dispersing highly repeated DNA sequences throughout the genome. Although it is speculative, a transposition event involving a highly repeated DNA from a tandem array could involve a process whereby the repeated sequence was positioned between two such transposable elements and subsequently shifted along with the transposons to a novel chromosomal location.

In the above discussion the question was raised concerning how a sequence family, which might possess as many as $10^6$ copies, could remain relatively homogeneous. The data which suggest homogeneity within a sequence family will be discussed in detail in the concluding chapter. Initially this homogeneity may very
well be facilitated by the mechanism of amplification (eg. rolling circle model). Maintenance of homogeneity could also be accounted for by unequal crossing over in instances where the sequence family is localized on a single pair of homologous chromosomes (Smith, 1976). However, if a sequence family is present on nonhomologous chromosomes, as for example in the mouse satellite (Pardue and Gall, 1970), factors other than recency of origin may account for the sequence similarity among the repeats. One such mechanism is gene conversion. In its classical sense, gene conversion occurs when one allele at a locus converts a second allele at an homologous locus into its own allelic state (Roman, 1963). Such intragenic conversion results in an atypical ratio of the segregants produced by meiosis (Case and Giles, 1964; Hurst et al., 1972). A similar process has seemingly been responsible for intergenic conversion events in the chorion and globin multigene families (Iatrou et al., 1984; Slightom et al., 1980) and in a duplicated leucine gene (Klein and Petes, 1981).

For a new sequence variant to spread throughout a family of repeats, as the result of conversion events, the conversion must be "biased" (ie., it must favor the new variant). This type of biased conversion has been observed for intragenic recombination involving spore color loci in Ascobolus immersus (Leblon, 1972) and Sordaria brevicollis (Yu-Sun et al., 1977). Mechanisms which may account for the generation, amplification, spread and maintenance of highly repeated DNA families have been described in the above discussion. However, one is still left with the question of whether or not highly
repeated DNA plays any functional role or roles within the genome.

The failure to detect overt cases of specific highly repeated DNAs with specific functions, has led various authors to suggest that these DNA families may be selfish (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980) or parasitic (Orgel and Crick, 1980) in terms of their replication, neutral in terms of phenotypic expression (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980; Miklos and Gill, 1981), or the products of a process which selects and amplifies non-adaptive variants and spreads them between different chromosomes (Dover, 1982; Ohta and Dover, 1984). Each of these hypotheses regards highly repeated sequences as functionless although it has been suggested that the gradual accumulation of non-adaptive variants via the process of "molecular drive" (Dover, 1982) might result in reproductive isolation (Ohta and Dover, 1984). In contrast, the distinctive characteristics of satellite DNA, themselves, have led many investigators to conclude that this highly repeated fraction had a specific functional aspect. Thus Walker (1971), after noting that satellite DNAs appeared to be unique between closely related species and that they could vary extensively in quantity, nevertheless, concluded that "... the presence of satellite DNA confers some selective advantage; otherwise we cannot account for its spread throughout a population as large as that of the house mouse." Walker (1971) suggested specifically that the selective advantage might occur at the level of the chromosome, in that a homologue which possessed satellite sequences might have a higher chance of surviving the "mechanical processes" of meiosis than
its homologue which lacks such a sequence. Similarly, Mayfield and Ellison (1975) suggested that satellite DNAs might provide sites of recognition for homologous chromosome pairing at meiosis. Highly repeated DNAs have also been cited as possible candidates for acting as sterility barriers between species (Corneo, 1976; Fry and Salser, 1977) and in facilitating high genetic flexibility (Mazrimas and Hatch, 1972). Both Corneo (1976) and Fry and Salser (1977) hypothesized that the putative sterility barrier caused by differences in satellite DNA composition could be due to disruption of meiotic pairing sites associated with the highly repeated DNA. It should be noted, however, that with respect to each of the above hypotheses, John and Miklos (1979) concluded that none could be supported by experimental data.

A further factor which has intimated that highly repeated DNA may have functional attributes was the discovery of sequence homologies between both closely and more distantly related taxa. In spite of the numerous examples of such sequence conservation (Gall et al., 1974; Fry and Salser, 1977; Peacock et al., 1977; Peacock et al., 1978; Manuelidis and Wu, 1978; Witney and Furano, 1983; Pietras et al., 1983; Epstein et al., 1984; Dennis and Peacock, 1984; Novak, 1984), Miklos (1985) has pointed out that without estimates of species variation "... hypotheses relating to conservation (of highly repeated sequences) are severely constrained."

By combining molecular and cytogenetic analyses, Miklos and Nankivell (1976) established that heterochromatic blocks in the
The grasshopper *Atractamorpha similis* possessed a large amount of satellite-1 sequences which had an effect on the pattern of male meiotic recombination. Specifically, in chromosomally polymorphic populations of *Atractamorpha*, the presence of large telomeric blocks of satellite DNA resulted in a redistribution of chiasmata away from the blocks (Miklos and Nankivell, 1976). This type of effect has also been documented in a variety of other grasshopper species both for telomeric and centromeric heterochromatin (John and King, 1985). It is important to note, however, that this effect does not appear to be present in the chromosomal race of the grasshopper *Callicedilla captiva* which possesses large centromeric blocks of highly repeated DNA (Shaw and Knowles, 1976; Appels and Peacock, 1978). A second attribute which has been demonstrated for several highly repeated sequences, and which may have functional significance, is the provision of specific sites for DNA-protein binding (Hsieh and Brutlag, 1979a; Levinger and Varshavsky, 1982 a, b; Avila et al., 1983; Strauss and Varshavsky, 1984; Andrews et al., 1984). Data from these studies suggest that specific functions for the various protein - DNA interactions may include nucleosome phasing (Strauss and Varshavsky, 1984), involvement in microtubule - chromosome association (Avila et al., 1983) and the influencing of gene activity (e.g., Andrews et al., 1984).

The above discussion clearly indicates the immense complexity of highly repeated DNA in terms of its origin, maintenance, evolution and potential for functional interactions. Some of these aspects have been examined with the techniques of recombinant DNA technology. However, no study to date has
examined a group of related taxa with the view of understanding how highly repeated sequences originate, evolve and interact in their respective genomes. The research work described in this thesis is directed toward resolving the following questions:

1) What is the level and distribution of sequence variation in specific highly repeated DNA families within an individual animal and a population of animals compared to that present between different populations of the same species which show increasing degrees of reproductive isolation?

2) How are the various sequence families organized at the chromosomal level?

3) What, if any, is the relationship between the families in terms of their sequence composition?

4) Do the patterns of evolution in these highly repeated DNAs agree with models which predict how such DNA should evolve?

5) Are the data from this study of specific highly repeated DNA families suggestive of any function?

In order to approach the above questions, there are specific attributes which must be present in the organism chosen for analysis. First, the selected species must contain taxa which demonstrate a grade of reproductive isolation from local populational status though to taxonomic species. Second, the chromosomes which belong to the various taxa must be individually and unambiguously distinctive, possessing regions of cytologically definable heterochromatin. Finally, the chromosome
complements from the various taxa must demonstrate intra- and intertaxonomic variation in their patterns of heterochromatin distribution. As will be documented in Section 1.2, grasshoppers of the genus *Caledia captiva* provide all of these biological attributes.

1.2 The Biology of *Caledia*

The organism chosen for this study was the grasshopper genus *Caledia* (Orthoptera: Acrididae: Acridinae). Individuals from both of the conventionally recognized taxonomic species, *Caledia captiva* and *Caledia species nova 1*, were analyzed. This genus is currently known from localities ranging from $8^\circ$ - $38^\circ$ latitude, and so includes within its distributional range, populations in Papua New Guinea, the Torres Strait region, northern coastal Australia and the entire eastern seaboard of Australia. Specimens of *C. species nova 1*, which is restricted to Papua New Guinea, have been collected from monsoon rain forest on the Oriomo Plateau (Fig. 1-1). In contrast, *C. captiva* is found throughout the entire distributional range of the genus and so occurs in a variety of habitats including tropical rain forest, tall mixed savannah, open forest and grassy open forest (Fig. 1-1). *C. captiva* and *C. species nova 1* are easily distinguishable on the basis of both size and coloration (Shaw, 1976).

Both species possess a karyotype of 11 autosomal pairs of chromosomes and an XX(?)/XO(?/?) sex chromosome system. This results in 23 chromosomes in the male and 24 chromosomes in the female. The *C. species nova 1* karyotype is monomorphic, in terms
Figure 1-1. Geographic distribution of the Caledia taxa.

Note: The Torresian taxon also occurs sympatrically with C. species nova 1. This figure was taken from Shaw et al. (1980).
DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF THE FOUR DISTINCT CHROMOSOMAL RACES OF Caledia captiva (Orthoptera: Acridinae)

- 'DAINTREE' RACE
- 'TORRESIAN' RACE
- 'MORETON' RACE
- 'SOUTH-EAST AUSTRALIAN' RACE

Sympathy of the DAINTREE and TORRESIAN races at Northern Limits of DAINTREE distribution.

Parapatric association of the TORRESIAN and MORETON races. Formation of a Hybrid Zone 200km long and less than 200m wide.

Gradual intergradation of karyotypes of the MORETON and SOUTH-EAST AUSTRALIAN races.

(Recorded from S.W. Australia)

(Recorded from South Australia)

(Recorded from S.W. Australia)
of centromere position (Shaw, 1976), and all chromosomes are telocentric (Fig. 1-2). *C. captiva*, on the other hand, shows extreme levels of chromosomal variation which allows the recognition of four chromosomal taxa (Shaw, 1976; Shaw et al., 1976; Shaw et al., 1980). The Daintree (DT) taxon has a telocentric complement (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2), the Torresian (TT) taxon possesses an acrocentric karyotype, (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2), the Moreton (MM) taxon exhibits a metacentric complement (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2) and the South-east Australian (S.E.A.) chromosomal form is characterized by a mixture of metacentric, acrocentric and telocentric chromosomes (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2). The complexity of the chromosomal system of *C. captiva* is further evidenced when techniques are utilized to identify C-band heterochromatin (Shaw et al., 1976; Shaw et al., 1980; Coates and Shaw, 1984; Shaw et al., in prep.). C-band variation is extensive both within and between populations. Hence, Daintree populations are characterized by large procentric blocks of heterochromatin (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2), Torresian populations by centromeric or short arm heterochromatin (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2) and Moreton and S.E.A. populations by numerous interstitial C-band positive regions (Table 1-2; Fig. 1-2). In addition, *C. species nova 1* individuals possess mainly small procentric regions of C-band heterochromatin (Fig. 1-2).

Additionally, there is a cline in centromere position between the Moreton and S.E.A. populations (Shaw et al., 1980; Shaw et al., in prep.). The limits of this cline are represented by a homozygous metacentric karyotype in the northern Moreton populations and a totally acrocentric karyotype in the southern
TABLE 1-2. Karyotypic attributes of the *C. captiva* chromosomal
taxa and *C. species nova 1*. 

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIES</th>
<th>RACE</th>
<th>CENTROMERE LOCATION</th>
<th>HETEROCHROMATIN DISTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva</td>
<td>Daintree</td>
<td>Telocentric</td>
<td>Large Procentric Blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva</td>
<td>Torresian</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>Centromeric and Short Arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva</td>
<td>Moreton</td>
<td>Metacentric</td>
<td>Interstitial (Polymorphic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva</td>
<td>South-east Australian</td>
<td>Polymorphic</td>
<td>Interstitial (Polymorphic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. species nova 1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Telocentric</td>
<td>Small Procentric Blocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1-2. C-banded karyotypes of the Caledia taxa.

Note: Southern, Northern and Papuan Torresian are differentiated within the Torresian taxon on the basis of cytotype (Southern vs Northern) or geographic distribution (Papuan).
S.E.A. populations (Shaw and Coates, 1983). It is of interest that both of these populations from the ends of the cline still maintain the interstitial C-band heterochromatin, as do the intermediate populations (Shaw et al., in prep.).

Laboratory crosses, along with field observations, indicate that differing levels of reproductive isolation are present among the various Caledia taxa (Shaw et al., 1980; Coates and Shaw, 1984; Fig. 1-3). The Daintree form is reproductively isolated from each of the other three taxa by premating mechanisms in the case of the Torresian chromosomal type and both pre- and postmating in respect of both the Moreton and S.E.A. taxa. Although the Daintree and Torresian taxa occur sympatrically in at least some populations (Shaw et al., 1980), they do not appear to form natural hybrids (Shaw, pers. comm.). Cytogenetic analysis of meiosis in F1 hybrids from (MM X DT) and (S.E.A. X DT) crosses have detected the presence of numerous aberrant configurations involving "nonhomologous" associations between chromosomes from the same genome (Shaw and Wilkinson, 1978). The Torresian form, when crossed to either the S.E.A. or Moreton race, produces fertile F1's. However, in the (MM X TT) crosses there is complete F2 breakdown while the (S.E.A. X TT) matings produce from 25 - 54% viable F2's (Daly et al., 1981; Coates and Shaw, 1984). In the (MM X S.E.A.) crosses the resulting F1 hybrids are fully viable (Shaw et al., 1980; Shaw et al., in prep.). However, in the F2 generation there is a range of viabilities (58-100%) depending upon which S.E.A. population is utilized (Shaw et al., 1980; Shaw and Coates, 1983).
Figure 1-3. Schematic representation of the reproductive isolation present between the *C. captiva* taxa.

Note: This figure was taken from Shaw et al. (1980).
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In relation to the above findings, Daly et al. (1981) in a study of the pattern of allozyme divergence among the *C. captiva* taxa, established that genetic distances (Nei and Roychoudhury, 1974) increased directly with the level of reproductive isolation. However, these authors concluded that the divergence in the genic component within animals from the various taxa had not given rise to the reproductive isolation seen in the present population (Daly et al., 1981). Data which support this hypothesis are available from crosses involving the Lakes Entrance S.E.A. population and the Moreton population. These two populations are equivalent in terms of their genic component (Daly et al., 1981) yet when crossed the F2 generation shows a 42% reduction in viability. This is directly attributable to chromosomal differences between the two populations (Shaw and Coates, 1983).

A more precise definition of some of the elements responsible for the reproductive isolation of the Moreton and Torresian taxa, has been facilitated by the discovery and subsequent analysis of a zone of hybridization between them (Moran and Shaw, 1977; Moran, 1979; Shaw et al., 1979; Shaw and Wilkinson, 1980; Moran et al., 1980; Shaw et al., 1985). This zone is situated in South-east Queensland and extends latitudinally for at least 150 km (Moran and Shaw, 1977). In spite of the extensive parapatric association in this region, the changeover in the frequency of eight of the twelve members of the Torresian and Moreton genomes occurs over a distance of only 200 meters (Moran, 1979). It was originally demonstrated that certain of the Torresian chromosomes were introgressing into the
Moreton subspecies, but without reciprocal introgression (Moran and Shaw, 1977). Earlier work on the chromosomal parameters of the \textit{C. captiva} complex, as well as the hybrid zone data, led Moran and Shaw (1977) to conclude that this contact zone was "... probably a result of an interaction between both ecological tolerance and competitive exclusion". The maintenance of the abrupt changeover in the frequencies of Torresian and Moreton chromosomes was attributed to total embryonic breakdown in the F2 generation and approximately 50% backcross inviability (Shaw et al., 1980). This was initially hypothesized, and subsequently demonstrated, to be due to the redistribution of chiasmata into chromosome regions which do not normally undergo recombination (Shaw and Wilkinson, 1980; Coates and Shaw, 1982; 1984; Shaw et al., 1982). It has been suggested that this pattern of novel recombination perturbs the internally coadapted gene complexes present within the chromosomes of a given complement thereby leading to dysfunctional combinations (Shaw and Coates, 1983). More recently it has been demonstrated that the structure of the hybrid zone is also due in part to the action of selection which favors the metacentric Moreton karyotype during mesic years and the acrocentric Torresian karyotype in arid years (Shaw et al., 1985). These data have led to the proposal that the overall structure of the karyotype may have a functional significance over and above its genic content (Shaw et al., 1985; Shaw et al., in prep.).

Thus, \textit{Caledia} provides an ideal system in which to examine each of the questions posed in Section 1.1.
CHAPTER 2: MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Collection and Processing of Animals

The majority of the animals used in this research project were collected from wild populations. The remainder of the samples were obtained from offspring of the wild caught animals. Within the laboratory, grasshoppers were maintained in 45cm X 37cm X 37cm cages with a 75 watt photoflow incandescent light source. These cages were kept at 26-28°C and 50-60% relative humidity during the daytime (14 hr) and 16-18°C and 70-85% relative humidity during the night time (10 hr). A mixture of Rhodes (Chloris gayana) and Paspalum grass, wheat seedlings and rabbit pellets, as well as a moistened pad of cotton wool, were maintained in each of the cages. In addition, plastic containers (10cm diameter X 12cm depth) filled with moist sand were kept in each cage to facilitate the laying of eggs. These containers were checked on alternate days for the presence of egg pods. Egg pods were kept at 30°C until the embryos were needed for experimentation or until hatching occurred (28 ± 1 days). Prior to their use, adult grasshoppers were killed, eviscerated and stored in liquid nitrogen.

2.2 DNA Isolation

DNA, from either pooled samples or individual grasshoppers, was isolated using a modification of the protocol of Appels and Dvorak (1982). Whole, eviscerated animals were added to a mortar along with approximately 1 gm of acid washed sand (BDH). Liquid nitrogen was then added and the immersed grasshopper(s) ground with a pestle to a fine powder. Additional liquid nitrogen was
added as necessary to ensure that the sample was immersed. The powder obtained was transferred to a 15 ml corex centrifuge tube and 1 ml of buffer (0.1M NaCl, 0.1M EDTA, 0.05M Tris-Sigma, pH 7.5), 100 µl of 5% Lauryl Sulphate (SDS-Sigma) and 100 µl of Proteinase K (Boehringer - 0.2 mg/ml) were added. Following vigorous agitation of this mixture, the tube was covered with parafilm and incubated at 37°C for from 30 min to 3 hr while other samples were being processed. One ml of phenol was then added to each tube and the samples agitated occasionally at room temperature prior to centrifuging at 8000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was transferred to a second 15 ml corex tube, using a cut pasteur pipette to avoid shearing the DNA. One ml of a Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer (0.01M Tris, 0.001M EDTA, pH 8.4) was added to the original tube, the tube was agitated, respun and the supernatant was transferred to the previously collected sample. In order to precipitate the native DNA from the supernatant, an amount equivalent to 0.1 of the supernatant volume of sodium acetate (2M, pH 5.5) and two volumes of absolute ethanol were added. Upon addition of these solutions, the DNA became visible as long strands. The DNA was collected either by "spooling" via a pasteur pipette or by centrifuging the sample at 10,000 rpm for 5 min. The DNA was then added to 1 ml of TE buffer and 0.2 ml of 20 X SSC (3M NaCl, 0.3M NaCitrate), and after it had dissolved, 1.2 µl of RNA'ase A (10 mg/ml Boehringer) was added and the solution was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Fifty µl of 5% SDS and 1 ml of phenol were added and the mixture was treated as described above. Subsequent to the ethanol precipitation, the
DNA was dissolved in 1 ml of TE and stored at -20°C until its use.

2.3 Shearing of DNA and Isolation of a Highly Repeated Fraction

Isolated DNA which had been stored in the TE buffer was dialyzed into a 0.12M sodium phosphate buffer. This DNA was then passed three times through a french press at 16,000 psi in order to shear the DNA to an average size of approximately 500 bp. The sheared DNA was heat denatured and allowed to renature to a Cot value of approximately 0.02. This value represents a point on the Cot curve which is in the range of highly repeated DNA (Britten and Kohne, 1967). The entire DNA sample was then loaded onto a hydroxylapatite column using a continuous column loading system (Appels et al., 1978). After loading, the column was initially rinsed with aliquots of the 0.12M sodium phosphate buffer to ensure that single-stranded DNA was washed from the hydroxylapatite. Subsequently, 5 ml aliquots of 0.5M sodium phosphate buffer were passed across the column in order to elute the double-stranded molecules. This fraction was collected, dialyzed into TE buffer and stored at -20°C.

2.4 Nick-Translation of DNA

Radioactive probes used in various hybridization experiments were produced using the nick-translation method of Rigby et al. (1977). For each nick-translation reaction, 0.5 - 1 µg of the appropriate DNA was used. Following ethanol precipitation and vacuum drying of the DNA, the sample was resuspended in 37 µl of H$_2$O. The following solutions were added to an acid washed tube;
5 µl of [α-32P]dATP (2'-deoxyadenosine 5'-triphosphate, 5µCi/µl, Amersham), and 15 µl each of 0.5mM dCTP (2'-deoxycytidine 5'-triphosphate, P-L Biochem.), dGTP (2'-deoxyguanosine 5'-triphosphate, P-L Biochem.) and dTTP (thymidine 5'-triphosphate, P-L Biochem.). This solution was then vacuum dried using a rotary vacuum and was subsequently resuspended in 8 µl of the cocktail mix (130 µl of 0.25M NaPO4, 5 µl of 1M MgCl2). The reaction mixture was added to a 1.5 ml eppendorf centrifuge tube and consisted of the DNA sample (37 µl), 6 µl of the triphosphate solution, 1 µl of DNA'ase (0.01 mg/ml, Boehringer), 1 µl of 50µM dATP (2'-deoxyadenosine 5'-trisphosphate, P-L Biochem) and 5 µl of DNA polymerase I (Kornberg polymer, Biolabs). This solution was incubated at 14°C for 1 hr. To monitor the extent of the reaction, 1 µl of the reaction mixture was then added to 100 µl of H2O. Ten microlitres of this dilution was added to 50 µl of sonicated salmon sperm DNA (2 mg/ml) and 1 ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid. This mixture was placed on ice for 5 min to allow precipitation and was then loaded onto a glass fibre filter (Whatman), washed twice with 2 ml aliquots of 0.1M Na2H2P2O7 (Sigma) in 1M HCl and finally with approximately 10 ml of absolute ethanol. This filter represented the incorporated radioactivity. The total amount of radioactivity was measured by spotting 10 µl of the diluted reaction sample onto a glass fibre filter. Replicate filters were prepared for both the total and incorporated measurements. The filters were dried, placed in

1 Unless otherwise noted, the H2O used in the experiments was distilled and then sterilized by autoclaving.
scintillation vials, scintillant (0.06% 2,5-Diphenyloxazole, Calbiochem and 0.006% 1,4-di[2-(5-Phenylloxazolyl)]-benzene Calbiochem, in Toluene) was added and the radioactivity present in each vial measured using a Packard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer. The percentage of incorporation of radioactive nucleotides was then calculated. In order to remove the enzymes present in the reaction mixture, 100 µl of TE, 25 µl of 0.25M EDTA, 5 µl of 5% SDS, 100 µl of phenol and 100 µl of chloroform were added. Following vigorous vortexing, the phenol/chloroform and aqueous phases were separated by centrifugation for 1 min in an Eppendorf (Model 5414) centrifuge. The aqueous phase was transferred with a pipettman to a fresh eppendorf centrifuge tube. The phenol/chloroform was then washed with an additional 50 µl of TE and, following separation of the phases, the aqueous portion was added to the previously removed aliquot. This sample was ethanol precipitated after which the pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and then vacuum dried. In order to increase the single-strand length of the nick-translated DNA from 50-100 nucleotides up to approximately 300 nucleotides (Appels and Dvorak, 1982), the sample was ligated using T4 DNA ligase (see Higgins and Cozzarelli, 1979 for a review of the properties of T4 ligase). The pellet was resuspended in 13 µl of H2O, 4 µl of 5 X ligase buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 10mM MgCl2, 50 µg/ml bovine serum albumin), 2 µl of 10 mM ATP, 0.2 µl of 1M DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT-Sigma) and 0.5 µl of T4 DNA ligase (4 X 10^5 units/ml-Biolabs). This reaction was incubated at 15°C from 2 - 20 hrs. Subsequently, 1 µl of 5% SDS and 6 µl of proteinase K (0.1 mg/ml) were added and the mixture was incubated at 37°C.
for 30 min. The sample was then extracted (as described above) with 100 µl TE, 130 µl phenol and 130 µl chloroform and the phenol/chloroform phase was washed with an additional 100 µl of TE. The aqueous portion was loaded onto a sephadex G-75 column (20 X 14 cm.) (Pharmacia) and 20 X 14 drop samples were collected using a Gilson Micro Fractionator. The passage of the labelled DNA as well as the unincorporated nucleotides were monitored by placing the output tube from the sephadex column onto a radiation monitor. The first peak of radiation, which contained the nick-translated DNA, was collected and stored at -20°C until needed.

An alternative method for preparing nick-translated DNA has involved the use of the "Nick-translation Kit" purchased from Bresa. The kit includes the non-radioactive nucleotides along with an enzyme mix containing DNA'ase and DNA polymerase I. Nick-translation is accomplished by adding 3 µl of an aqueous solution of [α-32P] dCTP (2'-deoxycytidine 5'-triphosphate, Amersham), 4 µl of the nucleotide mix and 5 µl of the enzyme mix to 8 µl of the appropriate DNA template in H2O and incubating this reaction mixture at 14°C for 90 min. The processing of the nick-translated DNA is identical to that previously described except for the following modification. The nick-translated and ligated sample was not passed over a sephadex column, but rather, was subjected to two ethanol precipitations. Two hundred microlitres of TE was added to the pellet, the DNA was resuspended and then stored at -20°C.
2.5 Synthesis of $^{3}H$ c-RNA for in situ Hybridization Probes

The protocol used in these experiments involved a modification of the procedure reported by Pardue et al. (1970).

In an acid washed tube, 100 µl each of $^{3}H$ CTP ([5-$^{3}H$] cytidine 5'-triphosphate, 25 Ci/$\mu$mol, Amersham), $^{3}H$ UTP ([5,6-$^{3}H$] uridine 5'-triphosphate, 40 Ci$/\mu$mol, Amersham) and $^{3}H$ ATP ([2,8-$^{3}H$] adenosine 5'-triphosphate, 29 Ci$/\mu$mol, Amersham) along with 10 mM GTP (guanosine 5'-triphosphate, P-L Biochem) were mixed and then evaporated using a rotary vacuum. These nucleotides were resuspended in 20 µl of H$_2$O and transferred to an eppendorf tube containing 1 µg of the selected DNA in 15 µl of H$_2$O. To this tube were added 10 µl of 5 X RNA polymerase buffer (40 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.9, 10 mM MgCl$_2$, 0.1 mM EDTA, 150 mM KCl, 500 µg/ml bovine serum albumin), 0.5 µl of 1 M DTT and 5 µl RNA polymerase (0.9 units/µl, Boehringer). The reaction mixture was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. at which time the percentage of incorporated $^{3}H$ nucleotides was determined as described in section 2.4. Two hundred and fifty µl of 0.05 M Tris, 10 µl of DNA'ase (0.01 mg/ml, Boehringer), 5 µl of yeast RNA (10 mg/ml) and 5 µl $^{0.05\text{M}}$ CaCl$_2$ were added to the reaction solution and the mixture was allowed to incubate a further 30 min. at room temperature. The c-RNA reaction solution was subsequently extracted by adding 25 µl of 0.25 M EDTA, 1 µl of 5% SDS, 100 µl of phenol and 100 µl of chloroform. The phenol/chloroform phase was washed with 100 µl of 0.05 M Tris and the pooled aqueous phases were loaded onto a sephadex 200 column. Twenty-four X 14 drop fractions were collected utilizing a Gilson Micro Fractionator. One µl aliquots were taken from each of the fractions and spotted onto
glass fibre filters. The filters were then assayed for the amount of $^3$H present and the first peak of radiation was collected for use in *in situ* hybridization experiments.

2.6 Restriction Endonuclease Experiments

Numerous analyses involving the use of restriction endonucleases were carried out during the course of this study (see Table 2-1 for enzymes used). In all reactions the following percentages of the various constituents were held constant: selected DNA sample, 66% of the final volume; appropriate 10 X buffer (Table 2-1), 10% of the final volume; 2-mercaptoethanol (1% solution), 6.6% of the final volume; appropriate enzyme (used at 2 units/µg of DNA unless otherwise noted) plus an amount of H$_2$O to equal 17.4% of the final volume. This mixture was incubated at the suitable temperature (Table 2-1) for 1 hr. The enzyme reaction was terminated by adding 5% SDS to a final concentration of 0.1% and then incubating the sample at 65°C for 3 min. Loading dye (50% glycerol, 0.12M EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5% SDS, 0.25% Bromophenol Blue) was added to each sample equivalent to 20% of the final volume and the sample was stored on ice until required.

2.7 Gel Electrophoresis

Depending upon the length of the DNA restriction fragments under investigation, either an agarose or acrylamide matrix was utilized. In addition, various percentages of agarose and acrylamide were employed in order to resolve different sizes of
Table 2-1. Buffers, incubation temperatures and suppliers for the restriction endonucleases used in this study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENZYME*</th>
<th>BUFFER**</th>
<th>INCUBATION TEMP (°C)</th>
<th>SUPPLIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taq I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>R. Appels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bam HI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco RI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hind III</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pst I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pvu I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xma III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rsa I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hae III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hha I</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sau 3A1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cla I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Biolabs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Roberts (1979) for a list of sources and references

** 1=100mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl₂, 100 µg/ml bovine serum albumin;

** 2=50mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM NaCl, 10mM MgCl₂, 100 µg/ml bovine serum albumin;

** 3=6mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 50mM NaCl, 6mM MgCl₂, 6mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 100 µg/ml bovine serum albumin;

** 4=6mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 150 mM NaCl, 6mM MgCl₂, 100 µg/ml bovine serum albumin;

** 5=50mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 5mM MgCl₂, 0.5mM DTT, 100 µg/ml bovine serum albumin.
fragments. Agarose gels consisted of the suitable amount of agarose (Sigma, Type II: Medium EEO), 7.5 ml of 20 X electrophoresis buffer (0.8M Tris, 0.4M sodium acetate, 0.04M EDTA, pH 8.4), 142.5 ml of H₂O and 0.15 ml of ethidium bromide (0.5 mg/ml, Sigma). Subsequent to dissolving the agarose with boiling, the solution was used for either horizontal slab gels or disc gels. The disc gels were employed in analyzing an aliquot of the samples in order to verify that complete digestion had occurred. These gels were electrophoresed at 10mA per gel. The running buffer for both the disc and slab gel electrophoresis consisted of 100 ml of the 20 X electrophoresis buffer, 2 ml of ethidium bromide and 1898 ml of H₂O. The horizontal gels were electrophoresed at 100mA until the bromophenol blue had migrated approximately 75% of the gel length.

A vertical slab acrylamide system was also employed for higher resolution of restriction fragments. The percentage of acrylamide used in any one gel ranged from 8-12%. An 8% gel consisted of 27 ml of a 30% acrylamide solution (142.5 gm of acrylamide, Sigma, 7.5 gm of N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide-Sigma, in 500 ml H₂O), 10 ml of 10 X TBE buffer (108 gm Tris, 9.3 gm EDTA, 55 gm Boric acid, up to 1 l with H₂O, pH 8.3), 3.3 ml of a 1.6% solution of ammonium persulphate (BDH), 20 ml of a 50% glycerol solution plus H₂O to bring the final volume up to 100 ml. This solution was filtered, by suction, through two no. 1 qualitative paper filters (Whatman) and was then left under vacuum for approximately 2 min to remove any air bubbles. Forty µl of N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-ethylenediamine (TEMED, Sigma) was added to the acrylamide solution and the mixture was
then poured between two 390 mm X 200 mm glass plates with 0.3 mm spacers. Samples to be run on these gels were treated in the same manner as for agarose gels. The running buffer for these gels consisted of 1 X TBE (1/10 dilution of 10 X TBE).

Following electrophoresis, it was necessary to stain the acrylamide gel in a 0.005 mg/ml solution of ethidium bromide. Visualization of the electrophoresed samples were then possible (in both the acrylamide and agarose systems) by placement of the gels onto a light box equipped with ultraviolet lamps (15 watt). The DNA bands were then photographed with a mounted Polaroid Land Camera (MP4) using Polaroid Coaterless Land Pack film (Type 667 or 665).

2.8 Transfer of DNA from Agarose Gels to a Nylon Membrane

In numerous experiments, DNA fragments electrophoresed in an agarose matrix were transferred to Gene Screen (New England Nuclear) using a modification of Southern's (1975b) technique. Gels containing the DNA fragments were trimmed so that an approximately 1 cm border remained on each side. In addition, the cathodal portion of the gel was removed as well as the portion from 3 cm anodal to the bromophenol blue dye front. The remaining gel was immersed in a 1.5M NaCl, 0.5M NaOH denaturing solution and was stirred gently for 30 min. The denaturant was removed, the gel rinsed twice with approximately 200 ml of distilled H₂O, neutralizing buffer (3M NaCl, 0.5M Tris-HCl, pH 7.0) was added and the solution stirred gently for at least 45 min. Prior to the denaturing step, a piece of Gene Screen (approximately 2 mm greater in width and length than the gel
piece) was placed into H$_2$O and stirred for the entirety of the denaturing and neutralizing reactions. Four pieces of no. 3 chromatography paper (Whatman), which measured 1 cm greater in width and length than the gel piece, were prepared. Two of these pieces were laid onto plastic food wrap and subsequently soaked with 20 X SSC. The denatured and neutralized gel was inverted and placed onto the chromatography paper, ensuring that no air bubbles were trapped between the gel and the filter paper. Excess 20 X SSC was blotted away from the gel and paper. Parafilm strips were then placed along each of the four sides of the gel in order to cover the chromatography paper previously left exposed by the gel. The Gene Screen was applied such that one edge was aligned with the base of the gel (located at the loading wells) and one side aligned with one of the sides of the gel. One of the two remaining pieces of chromatography paper was soaked with water and placed onto the Gene Screen. The remaining piece of dry paper was laid onto the wet layer, followed by a 3 cm thickness of paper tissues. From one to four glass plates were placed on top of the tissues and then an approximately 1 Kg weight was positioned on the glass plates. The transfer was allowed to proceed for at least 16 hr at which time the layers were removed and the Gene Screen was separated from the gel and baked under vacuum for 2 hr at 80°C.

2.9 Hybridization of 32P-Nick-Translated DNA to DNA Fragments Immobilized on Gene Screen

Nick-translated DNA (See Section 2.4) was added to a solution consisting of 0.5 ml of 5% SDS, 3.75 ml of 20 X SSC, 15
µg of an appropriate competitor DNA (partially digested with the restriction endonuclease Hae III), 1.25 ml of 100 X Denhardt's solution (2% bovine serum albumin, Sigma; 2% Ficoll 400, Pharmacia; 2% Polyvinyl-pyrrolidone; Denhardt, 1966) and 12.5 ml of formamide (Fluka). The final volume was taken up to 25 ml with TE. Prior to hybridization, the Gene Screen containing the immobilized DNA (see Section 2.8) was wetted in hybridization solution, without any radioactive probe, for 1 hr with gentle stirring. This solution was then poured off. The hybridization solution containing the nick-translated DNA was incubated at 95°C for 5 min and then poured onto the wetted Gene Screen. The hybridization was routinely carried out at 37°C over a time period of from 4 to 16 hr. The filter was removed and washed at room temperature in 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS (solution stored at 65°C) for up to 4 hr with changes of the wash solution occurring at 30 min intervals. This filter was covered in plastic food wrap, covered with pre-flashed X-ray film, placed in an autoradiography cassette with an intensifying screen (Laskey, 1980) and stored at -70°C until developed.

Filters which had undergone hybridization were re-used by simply separating the nick-translated probe from the membrane bound DNA in the following manner. Two hundred and fifty ml of a solution containing 125 ml of formamide and 125 ml of TE was heated to 85-90°C. One half of this solution was placed in a container, the filter was added and the solution was stirred at room temperature for 10 min. The remainder of the formamide/TE solution was kept at 85-90°C and was added to the
container following the removal of the first 125 ml portion. The filter and solution were again allowed to stir for 10 min. The filter was then transferred to the 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS solution (see above) and washed for 15 min. Prior to hybridization, the filter was once again placed in hybridization solution, which lacked the radioactive probe, for 5-10 min and then treated as discussed above.

2.10 Electroelution of DNA from Agarose Gels

In order to recover specific DNA fragments for further analysis, DNA was digested with endonucleases by the above method (see Section 2.6) and run on agarose gels, also described above (see Section 2.7). The area of gel containing the appropriate fragment was excised and placed in a collodion bag (Sartorius). Fresh electrophoresis running buffer, without ethidium bromide, was then added to the bag so that when the bag was placed in a horizontal position the gel piece was covered with the liquid. The collodion bag was placed in a 4 X 1.5 cm slot which had been cut in a 2% agarose gel. A layer of running buffer was added to the slot and then electrophoresis was carried out as described previously. The time necessary for the electroelution of a particular fragment was dependent on the DNA fragment size. Following electroelution, the liquid was pipetted from the collodion bag and the bag and gel were rinsed with another aliquot of the running buffer. The two aliquots were pooled and an equal volume of isoamyl alcohol (saturated with H₂O) was added. This mixture was vortexed and the two layers were allowed to separate. The alcohol layer was discarded and the remaining
aqueous layer was transferred to a polyallomer centrifuge tube (Beckman). The sample was ethanol precipitated and centrifuged at 27,000 rpm for 1 hr in a Beckman L8-80 Ultra-centrifuge. The liquid was decanted, the DNA pellet was dried, resuspended in TE buffer and stored at -20°C until needed.

2.11 Cloning Caledia Highly Repetitive DNA Using the Plasmid Vector pBR322

Linearized pBR322 was prepared by digesting the plasmid with the appropriate restriction endonuclease. The enzyme was chosen so that the two ends of the restricted plasmid were complementary to the ends of the DNA fragment to be cloned. Following digestion, a 0.5 µg aliquot of the DNA was electrophoresed on an agarose disc gel to confirm that complete digestion had taken place. One hundred µl of phenol and chloroform, along with 50 µl of TE were added and the sample was processed as described in Section 2.4. The plasmid DNA was resuspended in H2O such that the final concentration was 0.5 µg/µl. Formation of recombinant plasmids was accomplished by ligating the selected C. captiva DNA fragment with the linearized pBR322. The ligation was carried out as described in Section 2.4 using equivalent amounts of the vector and insert DNA. Just prior to the transformation experiments, 1 µl of the ligation mixture was added to 30 µl of CaCl₂ (0.05M), mixed well and placed on ice.

Two strains of Escherichia coli (ECR291 and RR1) were utilized for transformation via CaCl₂ treatment (Lederberg and Cohen, 1974). Cells from both of these strains were processed as described below. An overnight culture of the bacterial cells was
grown in 50 ml of LB medium (10 gm tryptone, Difco; 5 gm yeast extract, Difco; 5 gm NaCl; 2 gm glucose; 1 ml 1M MgCl₂; taken up to 1 l with H₂O) at 37°C with shaking. One ml of the overnight culture was placed in 100 ml of fresh LB medium and grown until the cells had reached an OD₆₀₀ of approximately 0.7. Two 10 ml and one 5 ml aliquot of cells were transferred to sterile, plastic centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 min. The medium was decanted and the remaining cells were resuspended in cold (approximately 5°C) MgCl₂ (0.01M). The cells were then combined into two of the centrifuge tubes. A further amount of MgCl₂ was added to the tubes to take the final volume to 10 ml per tube. The cells were again centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 min, the pellets were resuspended in 6.25 ml of cold CaCl₂ (0.05M) and placed on ice for 20 min. Subsequently, the cells were centrifuged again and the remaining pellets were resuspended in 6.25 ml of CaCl₂. The cell suspensions were pooled and stored at 5°C until use. One hundred ml of this cell suspension was added to the ligation mixture in CaCl₂ (see above) and this sample was placed on ice for 1 hr. This solution was incubated at 42°C for 2 min and then returned to an ice bath. LB medium (0.7 ml) was added to the sample and this mixture was incubated for 1 hr at 37°C. The samples were plated out onto fresh ML agar plates (10 gm glucose, 5 gm NaCl, 5 gm yeast extract, 10 gm tryptone, 20 gm agar; taken up to 1 l with H₂O) which contained the appropriate antibiotic. One half of the transformed cells were placed on an ML plate and the mixture was spread across the plate with the aid of a glass rod. Once an even distribution of the mixture had been achieved, the plate was
placed upright with the lid slightly ajar in a 37°C incubator. This plate was closed after the surface of the agar was dry. The remainder of the transformed cells were processed in the same fashion using a second ML plate. The dry plates were inverted and left at 37°C until the bacterial colonies could be easily seen.

The colonies were initially screened for the presence of inserted DNA by taking advantage of the presence of antibiotic resistance genes present in the pBR322 plasmid. Insertion of foreign DNA inactivates one of these genes by its insertion into either the gene or its promoter region. Therefore, the colonies were transferred, with sterile toothpicks, from the original plate to a plate containing an antibiotic to which the cells were resistant and then to a second plate that possessed an antibiotic that would kill the cells. The selected colonies were then grown in liquid cultures (see below) and the plasmid DNA recovered was subjected to gel electrophoresis, transfer to Gene Screen and hybridization to an appropriate 32P-nick-translated DNA (see Section 2.8 and 2.9). Alternatively, the colonies were transferred to a plate which contained an antibiotic to which the cells were resistant. The colonies were placed according to a grid pattern to facilitate identification. After allowing the colonies to grow for approximately 12 hr, a membrane filter (Schleicher and Schull) was placed on top of the colonies and then lifted off to remove samples from each colony. The filter was placed, with the colonies on top, onto a plate containing the same antibiotic and the bacteria were allowed to
grow once more. The filters were transferred to an ML plate which contained chloramphenicol (Sigma) and remained there for another 12-16 hr. The chloramphenicol inhibited cell division, but allowed the replication of the plasmid DNA. Following this treatment, the filters were removed from the plate and placed onto no. 4 filter paper (Whatman) to which 5 ml of denaturant solution had been added. The filters were left for 10 min, laid onto paper towelling to remove excess denaturant and then were placed onto a second piece of filter paper. Five ml of neutralizer solution was added to this filter paper. The filters were left on this paper until they were neutral. The filters were dried on paper towelling and then processed as described for "Southern" filters (see Sections 2.8 and 2.9) in order to determine which colonies had plasmids containing the highly repeated DNA inserts.

Isolations of plasmid DNA were carried out in various amounts of media ranging from 50-1000 ml. The experimental methods described below were those used for 1 l preparations. One method of preparing plasmid DNA involved the use of M9 medium. This medium consisted of 100 ml of 10 X M9 (60 gm Na₂HPO₄, 30 gm KH₂PO₄, 5 gm NaCl, 10 gm NH₄Cl; up to 1 l with H₂O), 20 ml of 20% glucose, 10 ml of 0.1M MgSO₄, 10 ml 0.01M CaCl₂ and 500 ml of 1% casamino acids/thiamine HCl (5.0 gm casamino acids, Difco; 0.002 gm thiamine HCl, Sigma; up to 500 ml with H₂O). The appropriate antibiotic was added to this medium after autoclaving. Ten ml of this solution was placed in a sterile, capped test tube and part of the selected bacterial colony was transferred to the tube using a flamed metal loop.
This culture was incubated for approximately 16 hr at 37°C with shaking. The entire culture was transferred to 1 l of M9 medium and incubated at 37°C with shaking until the cells reached OD600 = 0.1. Uridine (0.05 gm; Sigma) was added and the cells were allowed to grow to an OD600 = 0.6, at which time chloramphenicol (0.1 gm) was added. The culture was then grown (37°C) for up to 20 hr. In order to harvest the bacterial cells, the media were centrifuged for 20 min at 6000 rpm in 500 ml plastic centrifuge bottles (Nalgene). The supernatant was discarded and the two pellets were resuspended in 200 ml of cold TE. This suspension was centrifuged again at 6000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was discarded, the pellets were resuspended in 25 ml of cold sucrose solution (25% in 0.05M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0), pooled, placed on ice and shaken vigorously for 10 min. The following solutions were successively added at 10 min intervals: 5 ml of cold lysozyme (10 mg/ml; Sigma); 5 ml of EDTA (0.5M, pH 8.5); and 40 ml of a triton solution (1 ml 10% triton, Univar; 12.5 ml 0.5M EDTA pH 8.5; 5 ml 1M Tris-HCl pH 8.0; 80 ml H2O). The cell solution was stirred for an additional 10 min, transferred to plastic centrifuge tubes (Beckman) and centrifuged at 27,000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant was poured away from the resulting pellet into a 100 ml graduated cylinder. The volume was noted and 0.95 gm of CsCl (Ajax Chem) per ml of solution along with 1 ml of EtBr (10 mg/ml) per 10 ml of solution was added. The CsCl was dissolved by gentle inversion of the cylinder. This mixture was decanted into quick seal polyallomer centrifuge tubes (Beckman) and centrifuged for at least 20 hr at 44,000 rpm.
Following centrifugation, the DNA bands were visualized with UV irradiation. The lower, or plasmid, band was removed from the tube by suction with a needle and hypodermic syringe. The plasmid sample was extracted six times with equal amounts of isopropanol saturated with NaCl. Following these extraction steps, the DNA solution was dialyzed in 2 l of TE with three changes at 1 hr intervals. The DNA was ethanol precipitated and subsequently resuspended in TE buffer to a final concentration of approximately 1 µg/µl. Occasionally, the plasmid preparations were also treated with RNA'ase prior to the ethanol precipitation step. This was accomplished by adding 0.2 ml of 12 X SSC per 1 ml of plasmid solution and 10 µl of RNA'ase A (10 mg/ml) per 1 ml of solution, followed by a 37°C incubation for 30 min. The solution was extracted with phenol and chloroform and then ethanol precipitated. The plasmid DNA, in TE buffer, was stored at -20°C when not being used.

A more recent method of isolating plasmid DNA has involved the use of LB medium in place of M9 medium. The only modification to the "M9" method was that following the addition of the 10 ml culture to the LB medium, the cells were grown to an OD600 = 1.0 and the chloramphenicol was added. The culture was then treated as described above.

2.12 Cloning Caledia Highly Repetitive DNA into the Vector Phage λ1059

The preparation of DNA for cloning into phage λ, the isolation of λ1059 arms and the cloning of the recombinant phage have been described by Appels and Moran (1984).
The screening of the recombinant phage for clones containing Caedlia highly repeated DNA was accomplished by utilizing a modified form of the filter lift-off procedure described in Section 2.11. The filters were laid onto the plates containing phage and were subsequently removed, denatured, neutralized, fixed, prehybridized and hybridized as described previously. Plaques containing highly repeated sequences were removed from the plate with a pasteur pipette and transferred to a tube with 1 ml of phage storage buffer (PSB; 5 ml 1M Tris pH 7.4, 2.9 gm NaCl, 0.05% gelatin in 500 ml of H2O) and 10 µl of chloroform. This was vortexed and allowed to sit on ice for 15 min. Fifty µl of this solution was added to a tube containing 50 µl of PSB and 1 µl of E. coli C-600 cells. The C-600 cells were prepared in the following manner. A single colony of C-600 cells was grown to an OD600 in λ LB medium (10 gm tryptone, 5 gm yeast extract, 5 gm NaCl, 10 ml 1M Tris pH 7.4, 2 gm maltose). The cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm, washed with cold 0.01M MgCl2 and pooled in a single tube. The cells were centrifuged once again and subsequently resuspended in 0.4 ml of PSB.

The tube containing the PSB, C-600 cells and the phage solution was placed at 37°C for 15 min. This entire sample was then pipetted into 70 ml of NZ-amine medium (10 gm NZ-amine, Difco; 5 gm NaCl; 5 gm yeast extract; 1 gm casamino acids; 2 gm MgCl2; up to 1 l with H2O) which had been prewarmed to 37°C. The culture was incubated at 37°C, with shaking, until the bacterial cells lysed from the phage infection. At that time, 0.2 ml of chloroform was added to the culture flask and the mixture was
innoculated for a further 30 min. NaCl (2-3 gm) was added to the culture and dissolved. The culture was placed on ice for at least 1 hr and was then centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was collected and subsequently centrifuged for 3 hr at 35,000 rpm. The pellet was resuspended in PSB and the volume was increased to 5.7 ml with PSB. Four gm of CsCl were added to the solution and then dissolved. The gradient was centrifuged for 20 hr at 35,000 rpm. The phage were collected from the gradient, diluted with PSB and centrifuged for an additional 3 hr at 35,000 rpm. The pellet was resuspended in 300 µl of TE and then 300 µl of extraction mix (200 µl chloroform; 200 µl of phenol; 100 µl λ lytic extraction buffer, 30mM EDTA, 100mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 1% sarkosyl) were added. This mixture was vortexed vigorously and the aqueous phases removed and pooled. The DNA was ethanol precipitated, resuspended in 100 µl of TE buffer and stored at -20°C.

The λ clones discussed in this thesis were originally isolated by R. Appels and F. Clay.

2.13 Cloning of Caledia Highly Repeated DNA into the Vector M13

Linear M13 mp8, mp9 and mp10 phage (Messing, 1981; Messing and Vierira, 1982) were prepared in the same manner as the pBR322 vectors (see Section 2.11). To increase the efficiency of producing recombinant phage, the linear DNA was treated with the enzyme alkaline phosphatase to remove the 5' -terminal phosphates from the linearized phage (Ullrich et al., 1977) and thus prevent the religation of the phage DNA without an insert. The digested DNA was ethanol precipitated and then resuspended in 40 µl of
H₂O. Alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer; 0.025 units per 1µg of vector DNA), along with 10 X alkaline phosphatase buffer (0.1M glycine, 0.001M MgCl₂, 0.0001M ZnCl₂ pH 10.5) were added to the DNA to make a 1 X final solution and this solution was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by adding 5% SDS (to make a 0.1% final concentration) and the sample subsequently incubated for 45 min at 68°C. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and was extracted with phenol and chloroform. The aqueous phase was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in H₂O to a final concentration of 0.5 µg/µl.

Following the ligation (see Section 2.11) of the vector and Caleidia DNA, 1 µl of the dilution mixture was combined with 25 µl of CaCl₂ and 0.3 ml of E. coli JM 101 competent cells. The JM 101 competent cells were prepared as described in Section 2.11 except that they were grown in 2YT medium (16 gm tryptone, 10 gm yeast extract, 5 gm NaCl, up to 1 l with H₂O). The ligation solution/CaCl₂/JM101 mixture was placed on ice for 40 min, incubated at 42°C for 2 min and then returned to the ice bath. Ten µl of Isopropyl β-D-Thio-galactopyranoside (IPTG, 0.1M; Sigma), 50 µl of 5-Bromo-4-Chloro-3-Indolyl-β-D-Galactopyranoside (X-gal, 2% in dimethyl formamide; Sigma), 0.2 ml of exponentially growing JM 101 cells and 3 ml of H-top agar (0.65% agar in H medium, see below) were added to the sample. This mixture was poured onto an H plate (10 gm tryptone, 8 gm NaCl, 12 gm agar), allowed to harden and was then placed at 37°C until plaques were visible (approximately 16 hr). The screening of the recombinant plaques were carried out using the filter
lift-off technique described in Section 2.12. Single-strand DNA, for use in DNA sequencing protocols (see below), was isolated from clones which were demonstrated to have Caledia highly repeated DNA inserts. The selected plaques were removed from the H plate with a pasteur pipette and transferred to a sterile, capped test tube which contained 2 ml of exponentially growing JM 101 cells. The cultures were grown from 6 - 16 hr at 37°C with shaking. A 1.5 ml aliquot was transferred from the test tube to an eppendorf centrifuge tube and was centrifuged for 5 min. The supernatant (1.2 ml aliquot) was placed in a second eppendorf tube along with 2 µl of RNA'ase A (1 mg/ml) and 1 µl of DNA'ase (0.2 mg/ml). This mixture was allowed to incubate at room temperature for 30 min. Two hundred µl of a polyethylene glycol 6000 (PEG, 20%; BDH Chem) and NaCl (2.5M) solution was added and the sample was placed on ice for 30 min. The solution was centrifuged for 5 min and the supernatant was removed by aspiration. The pellet was resuspended in 100 µl of TE and then 50 µl of phenol were added. Following vortexing, the sample was allowed to stand at room temperature for 10 min and was once again subjected to vortexing. The layers were separated by a 5 min centrifugation and the aqueous layer removed. This layer was ethanol precipitated and taken up in 50 µl of TE. In order to verify that the DNA isolation had a Caledia highly repeated fragment, an aliquot of the sample was electrophoresed on an agarose gel, transferred to Gene Screen and hybridized to the appropriate probe.

For further analysis it was sometimes necessary to have an isolated M13 clone in the form of double-stranded DNA.
Therefore, the double-stranded replicative form was isolated in the following manner. The single-stranded phage was used to transform JM 101 cells. Following this, a single plaque from the plate was added to 2 ml of 2YT medium in a sterile, capped test tube and grown for 10 hr at 37°C. Ten ml of 2YT was inoculated with a single colony of JM 101 and grown for 12.5 hr at 37°C. The JM 101 culture was then added to 1 l of 2YT and allowed to incubate for a further 2.5 hr at which time the 2 ml phage inoculum was added. This combined culture was grown for 4-5 hr and was then processed in the same manner as the pBR322 preparations (see Section 2.11).

2.14 Melting Point (Tm) Determinations and Saturation Hybridization Experiments

Melting point determinations were carried out as described by Appels and Dvorak (1982). DNA (10 µg) samples were denatured in 0.2 mls of denaturant (37°C, 10 min) and cooled on ice. Cold neutralizer solution was added and the mixture immediately loaded onto 25 mm discs of nitro-cellulose (Sartorius). The DNA was fixed onto the filters at 80°C/2hr. The filters were prehybridized for 1 hr in hybridization mix without any radioactive probe and then hybridized at 37°C for 10-12hr followed by a wash in 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS at 65°C. For the Tm determinations of the hybridized probe the filters were serially transferred to 0.75 ml aliquots of 3 X SSC/50% formamide at the required temperature. The filters were maintained at the required temperature for 5-8 min and then transferred to the next
*Three aliquots (25µg, 5µg and 1µg) of DNA were used to determine the copy number of specific highly repeated sequences in *C. captiva* populations. These aliquots were prepared in the same manner as those used for the melting point determinations, except that they were loaded onto 45mm nitrocellulose filters. Subsequent to the prehybridization step, 15 7mm discs were cut from each of the 45mm filters. Three of the discs were placed into five serial dilutions (1 : 0.5 : 0.25 : 0.125 : 0.0625) of a hybridization solution containing a specific nick translated sequence. Following hybridization, the individual discs were placed in scintillant and the amount of radioactivity was determined.

The inverse of the serial dilution (X-axis) was then plotted against the inverse of the radioactivity present on the filter. The Y-intercept was determined and the inverse of this value was divided by the specific activity of the nick translated sequence. The resulting value (representing the amount of the sequence present in the sample) was divided by the total DNA present on the 7mm disc; this yielded the percentage of the genome represented by the sequences. This value was multiplied by the haploid amount of base pairs in the *C. captiva* genome (Rees et al., 1978). The subsequent value was then divided by the length, in base pairs, of the sequence being assayed in order to define its copy number.
vial. Up to twenty melting point determinations were carried out at the same time, with the $^{32}$P-probe hybridized to a specific DNA sample used as an internal standard for each experiment. To determine the radioactivity released at the various temperatures 0.35 ml of H$_2$O and 9 ml of Triton-X based scintillation fluid were added to the vials.

Saturation hybridization experiments to determine the copy number of the repetitive sequence followed the procedure of Bishop et al. (1969).

2.15 In situ Hybridization of $^3$H-c-RNA from Caledia Highly Repeated DNA to Prepared Chromosomes

Air dried preparations of Caledia chromosomes were prepared as described by Webb (1976). These preparations were then utilized for in situ hybridization experiments as described by Appels et al. (1978) with some modifications. The microscope slides on which the chromosomes had been prepared were taken through a series of ethanol washes (50%-70%-100%). The slides were air dried and then taken through 70% ethanol and 2 X SSC and finally placed in 2 X SSC with 10 µg/ml RNA'ase A for 30 min at room temperature. The slides were removed and passed through 2 X SSC, two H$_2$O washes and then placed in 0.2 N HCl at 37°C for 10 min. Subsequently, the preparations were washed in two lots of sterile H$_2$O, two of 70% ethanol, one 100% ethanol wash and placed in 100% ethanol for 5 min. The slides were removed and allowed to dry. The $^3$H-c-RNA (see Section 2.5) was resuspended in a 3 X SSC and 50% formamide solution such that there were $10^4$-$10^5$ cpm per µl of solution. Seven µl of this solution
was added to each slide. A coverslip was placed on top of the liquid and then was sealed with rubber cement. The cement was allowed to dry and then the slide was immersed in a 60°C H₂O bath for 10 sec. The samples were allowed to hybridize at 37°C for approximately 20 hr. The glue and coverslip were removed and the slide was placed in a 3 X SSC and 50% formamide solution for 10 min at 37°C. The slide was washed through 2 X SSC and was then placed in an RNA'ase A solution for 30 min at room temperature. After this, the preparations were washed in 2 X SSC, 0.05% SDS or 65°C cooling to 2 X SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature. The SSC, SDS solution was changed five times at 30 min intervals. The slides were rinsed through 2 X SSC, two lots of 70% ethanol, 100% ethanol and were then allowed to air dry. Nuclear research emulsion (Ilford, K?) was prepared by incubating equal amounts of the solid emulsion and H₂O at approximately 45°C until the emulsion liquified. The H₂O and emulsion were mixed and the slides were coated with the mixture. The emulsion was allowed to dry and then the slides were stored in the dark at 5°C. When the required amount of exposure time had transpired, the slides were developed (Kodak Dektol developer), fixed (Kodak fixative) and then stained with giemsa (Gurr) stain solution (1 ml NaPO₄ buffer, pH 6.8; 5 ml giemsa; taken up to 50 ml with H₂O) for 10 min at room temperature. The slides were rinsed in H₂O, dried and viewed under a light microscope. Photomicrographs were taken with Kodak technical pan film (2415).
2.16 DNA Sequencing

2.16.1 Dideoxy Chain Termination Method

A modified protocol of the DNA sequencing method described by Sanger et al. (1977) was utilized. The single-stranded M13 clones containing Caledia highly repeated DNA were used as templates for the sequencing reaction. Approximately 1-2 µg of this DNA (5 µl) was mixed in an eppendorf tube with 1 µl of a 17 bp M13 primer (0.0025 µg/µl, Biolabs), 1.5 µl of a 10 X Klenow reaction buffer (100mM Tris, pH 8.5; 10 mM MgCl₂) and 2.5 µl of H₂O. This mixture was incubated at 55-60°C for 100 min.

Adenosine, guanosine, cytosine and thymidine reaction mixtures were prepared as shown in Table 2-2. Four µl of these mixtures, along with 2 µl of the annealing mix, were placed in four separate tubes. This solution was incubated at 30°C for 15 min at which time 2 µl of the chase solution (equal volumes of 0.5mM dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP) was added to each tube. The tubes were once again placed at 30°C for 15 min. At the end of the sequencing reaction, the samples were stored on ice for a maximum of 2-3 hr. Prior to loading the samples onto the sequencing gel, 4 µl of a formamide dye solution (0.1% xylene cyanol FF, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 10mM EDTA, 95% formamide) was added and the samples were incubated for 5 min at 95°C.

The glass gel plates used in these experiments were soaked for 1 hr in hot H₂O containing KOH and detergent, rinsed and allowed to air dry in a fume hood. Absolute ethanol was applied to the plates and was then wiped off with tissues. This was repeated three times. The "gel" side of one plate was treated
Table 2-2. Reaction mixtures for the chain termination sequencing method. The deoxy solutions are those listed in Section 2.4.
ddATP = 2',3'-dideoxyadenosine 5'-triphosphate, 1 mM.

ddCTP = 2',3'-dideoxycytidine 5'-triphosphate, 0.3 mM.

ddGTP = 2',3'-dideoxyguanosine 5'-triphosphate, 0.1 mM.

ddTTP = 2',3'-dideoxythymidine 5'-triphosphate, 1.5 mM.

dCTP Mix = 5 µl of 0.005 mM dCTP and 10 µl of [α-32P] (5 µCi/µl, Amersham).

Klenow activity = 5 units/µl (Boehringer).

Amounts shown below are in microlitres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADENOSINE</th>
<th>CYTIDINE</th>
<th>GUANOSINE</th>
<th>THYMIDINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCTP mix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klenow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with a solution containing 50 µl of methacryloyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (Sigma), 10 ml of 95% ethanol and 300 µl of 10% acetic acid. This solution was poured onto the plate and then wiped onto the entire surface until dry. The plate was washed three additional times with absolute ethanol and allowed to dry. The second plate was washed with ethanol and then approximately 10 ml of a 1% dimethyldichlorosilane (Sigma) solution was placed onto the plate. This solution was rubbed onto the entire surface until it was dry. This plate was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry. Plastic spacer strips were placed along the outside edges of one plate and the second plate was positioned on top of these. The plates were then taped together along the two sides and the bottom.

The sequencing gel consisted of 63 gm of urea (Univar), 40 ml of a 30% acrylamide solution (see Section 2.7), 15 ml of 10 X TBE (see Section 2.7) and 15 ml of H₂O. The mixture was heated at 45°C until the urea was dissolved and was then transferred to a 250 ml graduated cylinder. Ammonium persulphate (BDH Chem) was added (9.8 ml of a 1.6% solution) and the final volume was taken up to 150 ml with H₂O. The solution was aspirated through two layers of no. 1 filter paper (Whatman) and subsequently left under vacuum until all air bubbles had been removed. The gel solution was poured into a beaker containing 100 µl of TEMED and was immediately poured into the mold prepared using the gel plates. A siliconized "comb" was pushed into the top of the gel to form the sample wells and the gel was left to polymerize for 1 hr. Following polymerization, the comb was removed and the wells were washed out with 1 X TBE. The gel plates were then placed
into an electrode chamber and the gel was pre-run at 2500 volts/30mA until the outside of the glass plates reached a temperature of 40°C. The wells were rinsed out with a syringe containing 1 X TBE to remove any urea and the reaction samples were loaded and electrophoresed. Subsequent to the electrophoresis, the tape was removed and the gel plates were split apart. The gel and glass plate were placed into a 10% acetic acid bath for 20 min. The plate and gel were removed from this bath and the gel was washed with a continuous flow of cold tap H₂O for 10 min. The gel was dried onto the plate in a cabinet clothes dryer. When the gel surface was touch dry, X-ray film was placed onto the gel, the second gel plate was placed on top and the entire assemblage was wrapped with black plastic.

2.16.2 Base-specific Chemical Cleavage Method

The sequencing protocol used for these experiments is that of Maxam and Gilbert (1980).

Preparation of the gel plates and the processing of the gel following electrophoresis was as described in Section 2.16.1 except for the following modifications. Both plates were treated with the 1% dimethyldichlorosilane solution. Following fixation, two pieces of filter paper were laid down such that they abutted against each other with one covering the top half and the other covering the bottom half of the gel. The gel was cut at the junction of these two pieces of filter paper and the gel pieces were lifted off in contact with the filter paper. The gel and paper was placed onto a Savant gel dryer and left until totally dry. Both pieces of the gel were covered with plastic wrap,
placed in an X-ray cassette, covered with X-ray film and placed at -70°C.

2.17 Isolation of Total RNA

Total RNA was extracted from adult grasshoppers. The grasshoppers were ground as described in Section 2.2. The resulting powder was placed in two sterile 30 ml Corex centrifuge tubes. Ten ml of a 1:1 mixture of NTES (0.1M NaCl, 0.01M Tris pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) and PCI (50 parts phenol, 48 parts chloroform, 2 parts iso-amyl alcohol) were added to each of the tubes and the solution was incubated for 10 min at 65°C. The samples were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 15 min and the aqueous phases were transferred to another set of centrifuge tubes. An additional five ml of NTES was then added to the first set of tubes, the solution was mixed gently, the mixture was centrifuged and the supernatants were added to the previous aliquots. These solutions were ethanol precipitated and the pellets were resuspended on ice with mixing for 1 hr. Ten molar LiCl (1.25 ml) was added to each tube and the resulting mixture was left on ice for up to 48 hr. The solutions were centrifuged at 9000 rpm for 20 min, at which time the supernatant was discarded. The pellets were resuspended in 3.75 ml of H₂O and subsequently ethanol precipitated. The pellets were then resuspended in 0.5 ml of H₂O and the samples pooled.

2.18 Electrophoresis of RNA Samples

RNA was electrophoresed on 1% agarose made up with 2 gm of agarose, 20 ml of 10 X running buffer (200 ml 1M 2-(N-morpholine)
ethane sulphonic acid; 40 ml 0.25M EDTA pH 7.5; 25 ml 2M sodium acetate; up to one litre with H_2O; pH 7.0) and 1444.4 ml of sterile H_2O. When the gel had cooled to 65°C, 35.6 ml of 36% formaldehyde was added. The gel plate and comb were wiped off with 0.5M NaOH, rinsed with H_2O and the gel was poured. After the gel had polymerized, the comb was removed and the slots were immediately filled with 1 X running buffer. The RNA samples (10-20 µg) were placed in an eppendorf tube with an equal volume of sample buffer (100 µl 10 X running buffer, 50 µl formamide, 178 µl formaldehyde, 222 µl H_2O). The mixture was incubated at 65°C for 5 min and then transferred to ice. A volume of loading dye (500 µl formamide, 500 µl glycerol, approximately 10 mg of bromophenol blue), equal to the sample buffer volume, was added and the entire sample was loaded onto the gel. A peristaltic pump was used to circulate the buffer from the anodal and cathodal electrode chambers.

2.19 Transfer of RNA from an Agarose Gel to a Nitrocellulose Filter and Hybridization of Radioactive Probes to the Immobilized RNA

The transfer of the electrophoresed RNA onto a filter and the subsequent hybridization of radioactive probes to the RNA were carried out as described in Section 2.9 for DNA samples except for two modifications. First, the bottom filter paper, wetted with 20 X SSC, was kept in contact with the 20 X SSC solution throughout the transfer period. Secondly, a nitrocellulose membrane (BA-85, Schleicher and Schull) was used in place of Gene Screen.
2.20 Computer Assisted Analysis of the Repeated Sequences

Comparisons between repeats to determine the longest unbroken stretch of homology were made using the algorithm developed by Dromey (1979).
CHAPTER 3: The Heterochromatin of Grasshoppers from the Caledia captiva Species Complex. I. Sequence Evolution and Conservation in a Highly Repeated DNA Family
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Abstract.

The restriction enzyme Taq I digests 1-2% of the genomic DNA from the grasshopper *Caleidia captiva* to a family of sequences 168 bp in length (length of consensus sequence). The sequence variation of this "Taq family" of repeat units was examined among several taxa within the *C. captiva* species complex in order to assay the pattern of evolution within this highly repeated DNA. The Taq family repeats are located in C-banded heterochromatin on at least one member of each homologous pair of chromosomes; the locations range from centromeric to telomeric. Thirty-nine cloned repeats isolated from two population 1A individuals along with 11 clones from seven populations taken from three taxa demonstrated sequence variation at 72 positions. Pairwise comparisons of the cloned repeats, both within an individual and between different subspecies, indicates that levels of intraspecific divergence, as measured by reproductive incompatibility, do not correlate with sequence divergence among the 168 bp repeats. A number of sequences within the repeat remain unchanged among all 50 clones; the longest of these sequences is 18 bp. The presence of the same 18 bp sequence in all clones examined departs significantly from random expectation (P<0.01). Two other cloned repeats from the sibling species of *C. captiva* have sequences that show 56% identity with this 18 bp conserved region. An analysis of the frequency of occurrence of a Rsa I recognition site within the 168 bp repeat in the entire Taq family agreed with that found in the cloned sequences. These data along with a partial sequence for the entire Taq family, obtained by sequencing uncloned repeats, suggest that the
consensus sequence from the cloned copies is representative of
this highly repeated family and is not a biased sample resulting
from the cloning procedure. The 18 bp conserved sequence is part
of a 42 bp sequence that possesses dyad symmetry typical of
protein binding sites, we speculate that this may be significant
in the evolution of the Taq family of sequences.

Introduction.

Numerous families of highly repeated DNA have been examined
in plant and animal species (see Appels and Peacock, 1978; John
and Miklos, 1979 for reviews). These studies have identified two
major classes of highly repeated sequences, namely, those
sequences that are interspersed within a genome and those that
are tandemly repeated. The latter sequences are often referred
to as satellite sequences because of the characteristic satellite
band that they can form when centrifuged in certain buoyant
density gradients. These sequences are tandemly repeated as many
as \(10^6\) times within a genome and can be located on either a few
or all of the chromosome pairs in a complement. The sequences
are typically associated with heterochromatic regions of
chromosomes. In addition, the sequence families that have been
analyzed are often defined by the presence of a specific
endonuclease recognition site located within each of the tandem
repeats. The regular spacing of such sites within the tandemly
arranged repeats suggests that homogeneity exists among the
sequences within a given family. However, recent studies have
revealed that extensive heterogeneity can be present within an
apparently homogeneous family of repeats (Lee and Singer, 1982; Lam and Carroll, 1983a). This heterogeneity can be organized such that similar variant repeats are located on the same chromosome (Lee and Singer, 1982; Appels and Dvorak, 1982).

In the present study we have examined highly repeated sequences from the grasshopper Caledia captiva. This species was chosen because of the presence of extreme variability in the amount and cytological distribution of heterochromatin among the C. captiva taxa (Shaw et al., 1980). In addition, preliminary molecular analyses revealed sequence variation (this paper and Arnold, unpub. data) within a particular highly repeated sequence family.

Material and Methods.

C. captiva Samples

For clarity, the taxa and populations examined in the present study have been expressed by numerals and letters, respectively. Initially, on the basis of chromosomal variation, C. captiva was divided into four races (Moran and Shaw, 1977) that were designated "South-east Australian" (S.E.A.), "Moreton", "Torresian" and "Daintree". However, after laboratory hybridization studies, demographic surveys and allozyme analyses it was demonstrated, using the criteria of levels of reproductive isolation and genic divergence, that the S.E.A. and Moreton races should be placed within the same subspecies, the Torresian "race" was designated a second subspecies and the Daintree "race" was given sibling species status (Shaw et al., 1980; Daly et al., 1981). In the present paper the S.E.A. and Moreton races, the
Torresian subspecies and the Daintree sibling species are designated "1", "2", "3" and "4", respectively. We will refer to these different taxonomic groups as taxa. The following populations were used in the in situ and/or sequencing experiments: Gundaroo, Araluen and Lakes Entrance (1A, 1B and 1C, respectively); Scrubby Creek and Peregan (2A and 2B, respectively); Bongmuller, Insulator Creek and Morehead (3A, 3B and 3C, respectively); and Daintree (4A).

DNA Isolation

Samples of DNA were isolated from individual, eviscerated grasshoppers and from pooled samples containing 10 - 40 individuals using the techniques of Appels and Dvorak (1982). Yields of DNA from individual grasshoppers ranged from approximately 80 µg to 1000 µg, depending on size.

Cloning of the Highly Repetitive Sequence from Caledia

DNA renaturing at a Cot < 0.02 (mol x sec)/l was isolated from population 1A and used to synthesize radioactive probes (32p c-DNA or 3H c-RNA) by standard procedures. A Taq I digest of total DNA from the 1A sample was probed with this DNA and a fragment consisting of approximately 150 base pairs was shown to be a subset of the Cot < 0.02 fraction (Fig. 1). This fragment was isolated from agarose gels by electroelution. These Taq I fragments were then inserted into the Cla I site of pBR322 and used to transform E. coli ECR291; 2 out of 6 plasmids showed significant hybridization to the Cot 0.02 fraction. Colonies
Fig. 1. Autoradiograph from "Southern" hybridization of Taq I nick translated digested total population 1A DNA to a 168 bp repeat from population 1A.
were selected for inability to grow in the presence of 15 µg/ml of tetracycline while retaining their resistance to 200 µg/ml of ampicillin. A sample of clones sensitive to tetracycline was selected for individual plasmid preparations. Plasmid DNA from these clones was digested with Taq I, electrophoresed in a 2% agarose gel and then transferred to Gene Screen (New England Nuclear). The filter was exposed to a 32P-nick-translated "Cot 0.02" probe for 16-20 hr in 50% formamide, 0.5% SDS, 3 X SSC and 5 X Denhardt solution. The filter was washed for at least 4 hr in 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS, dried, covered with pre-exposed X-ray film and placed at -70°C (Laskey, 1980), to screen for hybridizing clones.

Restriction Endonuclease Analysis

The following restriction enzymes were used in an initial attempt to map the cloned insert: Bam HI, Eco RI, Hind III, Pst I, Pvu I, Acc I, Ava II, Xma III, Rsa I, Hae III, Hha I, Sau 3A1 and Cla I. Rsa I was the only enzyme which demonstrated the ability to digest the sequence.

In situ Hybridization

Mitotic cells were prepared on air dried slides from 8-10 day old embryos (Webb, 1976) from population 1B. The chromosomal location of sequences homologous to the "150 bp" cloned sequence was demonstrated by the hybridization of 3H-cRNA to these preparations following the procedure of Appels et al. (1978).

Saturation Hybridization

Saturation hybridization experiments to determine copy number of the repetitive sequence in population 1A followed the
procedure of Bishop et al. (1969).

**M13 Cloning and Dideoxy Sequencing of "Taq Family" Repeats**

A 100 µg sample of the plasmid pSEA1 was digested with the restriction enzyme Taq I. This sample was electrophoresed in a 2% agarose gel and the band corresponding to the *C. captiva* DNA was cut out of the gel and subsequently electroeluted at 40 mA for 3-4 hr. This DNA was then ligated into the Acc I site of M13 mp8 (Messing, 1981).

Taq family repeats were isolated from two individuals from population 1A and from pooled grasshoppers for populations 1C, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3C and 4A. The isolation of the Taq family repeats from these samples was identical to the isolation of the repeat that provided the pSEA1 clone (see "Cloning of the Highly Repetitive Sequence from Caledia"). These sequences were cloned directly into the Acc I site of M13 mp8, mp9 or mp10 (Messing, 1981; Messing and Vieira, 1982), without first cloning into the Cla I site of pBR322. This facilitated the screening of larger numbers of cloned sequences in order to isolate the Taq family representatives from taxa 3 and 4 which contained 20% and 2%, respectively, of the number of copies in population 1A (Arnold and Shaw, in prep.).

The cloned repeats were sequenced using the method of Sanger et al. (1977); part of an autoradiogram from a representative sequencing gel is shown in Figure 2. The repeats were defined by having the Taq I recognition sequence (TCGA) at both their 5' and 3' ends; therefore, we have included two of the four bases at the
Fig. 2. Portion of X-ray from representative sequencing gel showing positions 35-84 from the 168 bp sequence. From left to right the lanes contain Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine and Thymidine reaction mixtures, respectively.
5' (GA) and 3' (TC) ends as part of each repeat. Because the fragment is only 168 bp long, its sequence can be readily assessed from a single, 8% sequencing gel 0.75 meters long. The pSEA1 sequence was determined by carrying out the sequencing reactions on four independent M13 clones, three of which contained the same strand and one the opposite strand. No ambiguous positions occurred in the sequence. In particular, the 168 bp sequence analyzed in this study appeared to be free of regions that cause the "pile-ups" of the type discussed by Bankier and Barrell (1983). The M13 clones from the population analyses were examined by replicate sequencing reactions and once again no ambiguous positions occurred in the sequences. For the analysis of the 1A individuals, replicate sequencing reactions were carried out for eight out of the total of 39 clones examined. A consensus sequence was determined for each of the individuals analyzed by scoring the most common nucleotide at each position among the clones.

End-Labelling and DNA Sequencing with Base-Specific Chemical Cleavages

The 168 bp "monomers" of uncloned Taq family repeats were isolated by Taq I digestion, agarose gel electrophoresis and electroelution (see "Cloning of the Highly Repetitive Sequence from Caledia") and end-labelled by the "fill-in" reaction (Goodman, 1979). These fragments were then digested with Rsa I and subjected to the DNA sequencing reactions described by Maxam and Gilbert (1980).
Results.

1. **Highly repetitive DNA in *C. captiva***

   An initial characterization of highly repetitive DNA was carried out by examining the fraction recovered when total DNA was sheared to an average length of 500 bp, denatured and then renatured to a Cot of 0.02; 1-2% of the DNA from populations 2A and 4A of *C. captiva* was recovered in such a Cot 0.02 fraction. Buoyant density analyses in CsCl showed the presence of a hyper-sharp peak in both these populations as well as a broad range of the other DNA species (Fig. 3). The hyper-sharp peaks were of particular interest in this study because they indicated the presence of a major class of repetitive DNA that upon renaturation could form high molecular weight aggregates, a characteristic of simple repetitive sequences. Furthermore, the fact that the hyper-sharp peaks from populations 2A and 4A were demonstrably different when the two hyper-sharp peaks were mixed and banded together (Fig. 3) indicated that shifts in the base composition of the highly repetitive DNAs had occurred in the differentiation of these taxa. Sequences from population 2A are the subject of this paper while sequences from population 4A are presently being characterized (Arnold and Shaw, in prep.).

2. **The Taq family repetitive sequence**

   Saturation hybridization experiments for population 1A from *C. captiva* indicated that approximately 0.2% of the total DNA, or $1.7 \times 10^5$ copies of the Taq family sequence were present in the haploid genome.
Fig. 3. CsCl buoyant density profiles for a) population 2A rapidly reannealing DNA, b) population 4A rapidly reannealing DNA, and c) a mixture of the hypersharp peaks from populations 2A and 4A rapidly reannealing DNA.
The infragenital distribution of the 78 chromosomes was determined by an age askistratification on a 10-year grid. A density distribution of the 78 chromosomes was shown by Fig. 3. The density distribution for the population at 10 years of age. These sites are distributed throughout the area and are arranged in a grid with mean distances. Several redshifts (Fig. 3) were calculated from the plots. These sites are distributed throughout the area and are arranged in a grid with mean distances.
The chromosomal distribution of the Taq I sequence was examined by *in situ* hybridization using a $^3$H c-RNA probe synthesized from the pSEA1 insert (the nucleotide sequence of this DNA is also shown in Fig. 4). Numerous interstitial and telomeric sites of hybridization are present in the population 1B genome (Fig. 4). These sites are found on at least one member of every homologous pair and are correlated with known sites of C-bands (Arnold and Shaw, in prep.).

3. **Sequence variation in the Taq family of repeated sequences**

   (i) Sequence variation among Taq family repeats from two population 1A individuals

   Individual copies of the 168 bp repeat were isolated from two population 1A individuals (1A-6 and 1A-19) and direct sequence comparisons performed. When one examines the nucleotide sequences (Fig. 5), numerous variant sites (58 variable positions among the 39 clones) which are spread throughout much of the sequence, are immediately apparent. However, within this high level of variation there are stretches of unaltered sequence, the longest being 18 bp (positions 67-84). This 18 bp conserved region is found in each of the 39 clones (Fig. 5), is 72% A+T and contains two direct repeats (CATT) separated by an adenine.

   When each of the clones is compared to the consensus sequence determined for the individual from which they were derived (Fig. 5), a wide range of variation becomes apparent. The cloned repeats from 1A-6 and 1A-19 differ from their consensus sequence by 1.0% to 6.0% (1-10 bp) and 1.0% to 9.0% (1-
Fig. 4. In situ hybridization of $^3$H c-RNA from pSEA1 insert onto a population 1B chromosome complement. Note the polymorphisms in amount and/or position of hybridization on chromosomes 4, 10 and X. The nucleotide sequence for the 168 bp pSEA1 insert utilized in this experiment is also illustrated.
GAAGTCCATTCTAATTACTGATGCCTGT
GGTTTGCTTTTATTACTTATTTTAACGCT
CGATTGCACTTTTTTCATTACATTGGCA
TTAAATGGGACTGTATATTATGAAAATTG
AGAGATAAAATACTTTAGAAGGCTGCC
ACTGGAACAGTGGGTCATGCATAGTTC
Fig. 5. Repeats from two individuals, 1A-6 (sequences 1-19) and 1A-19 (sequences 20-39), and their respective consensus sequences (40 and 41). The 18 bp conserved region is indicated by boldface type. Sequences 1, 20 and 40 are written in their entirety. For the other sequences, 2-19, 21-39 and 41 (the 1A-19 consensus sequence) only those nucleotides are shown that differ from the complete sequence immediately above them. Boxes (□) indicate the absence of a base (A = adenine, C = cytosine, G = guanine, T = thymine). Arrows (▼) located above the 1A-6 consensus sequence (40) denote positions at which substitutions, additions or deletions occur among the 39 cloned repeats.
Comparison of the two consensus sequences reveals different bases at positions 3, 6, 16 and 60 that correspond to the highly variable positions in the cloned repeats (Fig. 5). Pairwise comparisons were carried out among the clones from each of the 1A individuals and the results of these comparisons are given in Table 1. From 0-10% variation in base pair sequence is present within these two individuals with a mean of 4% and 5% for 1A-19 and 1A-6, respectively.

(ii) An 18 bp sequence from within the Taq family repeat is conserved in C. captiva taxa.

Figure 6 presents sequence data for clones from eight C. captiva populations representing the races, subspecies and sibling species of C. captiva. Comparing each of the repeats shown in Figure 6 (with the exception of the population 4A sequences) with the consensus sequence based on the 39 clones from 1A-6 and 1A-19 indicated that the divergence ranged from 1.2% to 7.1%. In addition, pairwise comparisons were made among all of the 11 clones from these taxa. From this analysis values of 6%, 5%, 4% and 6% base pair divergence were detected for the intrapopulational, interpopulational, interracial and intersubspecific comparisons, respectively (Table 1). Much of this variability was located at the 58 positions previously identified in the 1A individuals. An additional 14 variable positions were, however, identified by the inter-taxon comparisons. Thus, a total of 72 variable positions were identified among the 50 clones analyzed from populations 1A, 1C, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B and 3C. In spite of this high level of
Table 1. Mean base pair change and the range of base pair change at each of the intraspecific levels of divergence. Mean percent bp divergence is the number of nucleotide positions that do not match (including gaps), times 100, divided by the length of the consensus sequence (ie. 168 bp). The following pairwise comparisons were made: between the respective clones from individuals 1A-6 and 1A-19 (intraindividual values); between the respective clones from populations 2A, 2B, 3A and 3C (intrapopulational values); between the clones from populations 1A and 1C, 2A and 2B and 3A, 3B and 3C (interpopulational values); between the clones from populations 1A and 1C with the clones from populations 2A and 2B (interracial values); and between the clones from populations 1A, 1C, 2A and 2B with the clones from populations 3A, 3B and 3C (intersubspecific).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Mean Percent bp Divergence</th>
<th>Range of Percent bp Divergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intraindividual</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapopulational</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpopulational</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interracial</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersubspecific</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Nucleotide sequences for cloned repeats from populations 1A(1), 1C(2), 2A(3,4), 2B(5,6), 3A(7,8), 3B(9), 3C(10,11) and 4A(12-14) along with the consensus sequences for taxa 1(15), 2(16) and 3(17). Bold-face type indicates the 18 bp conserved region in repeats 1-14 and the consensus sequences (15-17). Sequences 1, 12, 13 and the taxon 1 consensus sequence, 15, are written in their entirety. The format and symbols are as in Fig. 5. Arrows (▼) located above the taxon 1 consensus sequence (15) denote positions at which substitutions, additions or deletions occur among any of the sequences 1-11 in this figure or sequences 1-39 in Figure 5.
variability, the 18 bp region conserved in individuals 1A-6 and 1A-19 remained invariant; the occurrence of this stretch departed from random expectation (P<0.01) when tested by the method suggested by Brown and Clegg (1983).

In addition to the analysis of the above clones, three repeat units were isolated and sequenced from population 4A. The copy number of the Taq family repeat units in this population is only 2% of that found in population 1A (Arnold and Shaw, in prep.). It is clear from inspecting these sequences (Fig. 6) that Taq family repeats in this population are highly heterogeneous. One repeat has only four base pair differences when compared to the consensus sequence from the population 1A individuals (Fig. 6). This sequence also contains the 18 bp conserved region present in all of the preceding C. captiva repeats. In contrast, the two remaining sequences (Clones 13 and 14; Fig. 6) are highly divergent in comparison to the other C. captiva repeats (Fig. 6). However, the 18 bp region discussed above is still recognizable even within these two divergent 4A sequences, although it is displaced 23 bp toward the 5' end of the repeat (Fig. 6). In this region of the two divergent 4A clones a total of 10 out of the 18 bp are identical to the consensus sequence from the 1A individuals.

Subsequent experiments have suggested that this single clone may be a contaminant; this is presently under investigation.
(iii) The consensus sequence from 39 clones of the taxon 1 repeat is representative of the Taq family repetitive units.

To relate the consensus sequence derived from cloned members of the Taq family to the entire population of Taq family repeats, we utilized two different assays.

One assay is based on the observation that an Rsa I site is located 16 bp from the 5' end of the repeat unit and occurs in 56% of the clones from population 1A. To assay the frequency of this site in the entire population of Taq family repeats the DNA from approximately 40 individuals from population 1A was digested with Taq I and the band containing the 168 bp repeats was recovered from a preparative agarose gel. The DNA was end-labeled using the "fill-in" reaction (see Material and Methods) and digested with Rsa I. Electrophoresis of the digest on a 6% polyacrylamide gel resolved three fragments (168 bp, 152 bp, 16 bp). Densitometric analysis of an autoradiogram of the gel indicated that 38% of the Taq family repeats contained the Rsa I site. The less frequent occurrence of the Rsa I site would be predicted on the basis that the band of DNA that corresponded to the 168bp repeats (see above) would also include other DNA species. Therefore, this frequency is consistent with the interpretation that the cloned sequences are not a highly selected subpopulation of repeat units.

The second assay utilized the above 152 bp end-labelled Rsa I fragment in a Maxam and Gilbert sequencing protocol (see Material and Methods). Preliminary sequence data for positions 72-116 (using the consensus sequence from taxon 1 as a reference) were obtained. This region was of particular interest because it
included much of the highly conserved 18 bp region discussed earlier. Only three ambiguous positions (72, 77, 83) were detected, indicating once again that the consensus sequence presented in Figure 5 is a useful approximation of the consensus sequence for the population of Taq family repeat units in the genome.

Discussion.

This study has revealed extensive variation in nucleotide sequences at each of the levels of comparison from intraindividual to intersubspecific. Similar amounts of variation have also been reported by Strachan et al. (1985) between cloned repeats of the 360 bp family isolated from pooled samples of Drosophila from a single species. In addition, a number of clones from several Drosophila species were compared and in all but one of these comparisons there was a tenfold increase in the amount of divergence among the different cloned repeats (Strachan et al., 1985). This observation of extensive divergence between species with relatively low levels of within species variation in both multigene families and highly repeated DNA has been termed concerted evolution (Zimmer et al., 1980; Dover, 1982; Arnheim, 1983). Although there have been numerous documentations of this phenomenon between species, no study has extensively investigated the question of how variation is partitioned among populations that have not yet diverged to the level of biological species. The data presented in the study are directly relevant to the question of whether or not
sequence variation in highly repeated DNA is correlated with levels of divergence below that of the species.

Shaw et al. (1980) and Coates and Shaw (1984) have described the patterns of reproductive isolation within and among the *C. captiva* taxa. The level of genetic compatibility between the different populations, in crosses involving different races among backcross and F2 generations, ranged from no reduction in viability to a 50% and 100% reduction in these hybrid types, respectively, in crosses between individuals from different subspecies. Allozyme data for each of the four taxa in the *C. captiva* species complex have shown that protein electrophoretic divergence is correlated with the levels of reproductive isolation (Daly et al., 1981). Whatever mechanisms cause sequence divergence in the highly repeated Taq family, they are not directly correlated with taxonomic divergence below the species level since the mean nucleotide divergence between repeats from the same individual is similar to that found in comparisons between subspecies (5% and 6%, respectively).

In contrast to the high levels of both intraspecific variation and interspecific divergence among highly repeated DNA families, numerous studies have detected significant similarities between tandemly repeated sequences from related animal taxa (see Singer, 1982 for review). The estimates of sequence similarity were derived indirectly from melting point determinations, positions of restriction endonuclease cleavage sites and the length of the basic repeating unit. For example, Strachan et al. (1982) used each of these criteria in their analysis of the evolution of several tandemly repeated DNA families from
Drosophila species. Two repeated DNA families (360 bp and 500 bp) are highly similar in both D. simulans and D. mauritiana whereas significant differences were observed between D. yakuba and D. teissieri. Lam and Carroll (1983a) have presented data on a 741 bp repeat from Xenopus laevis which, on the basis of restriction endonuclease cleavage sites, indicate that variation among the repeats from this family is extensive. No significant similarity was found between this sequence from X. laevis and the genomes of two other Xenopus species. In contrast, a 388 bp repeated family did share considerable similarity with sequences from two other Xenopus species (Lam and Carroll, 1983b).

Significant similarities between highly repeated sequences have also been detected for Mus species and between Ovis and Bos highly repeated sequences. Pietras et al. (1983) identified a minor satellite sequence in a Mus musculus repetitive DNA library, for which the repetition frequency was 5 - 10% of that of the major satellite. Comparison of this minor satellite with the major satellite from M. musculus resolved a 29 bp region of extensive similarity between these two highly repeated families. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that sequences derived from Mus spretus are also related to the minor satellite from M. musculus. Finally, a recent analysis of sheep highly repeated DNA has shown that three distinct repeat families (370 bp, 435 bp and 800 bp) can be resolved by restriction endonuclease digestion with Eco RI (Novak, 1984). Each of these repeat families is related to one another on the basis of their nucleotide sequences and a comparison of the 435 bp repeat to the bovine 1.715
satellite sequence revealed more than 50% identity between these two sequences (Novak, 1984).

These observations of conserved highly repeated DNA sequences among both closely and more distantly related taxa led to the suggestion that there may be functional constraints upon the nucleotide composition of these sequences. It has, however, been pointed out by both Ohta and Dover (1983) and Miklos (1985) that this conservation does not necessarily imply that natural selection is acting or has acted upon these sequences. The homogeneity of repeats between taxa can also be explained on the basis of recent origin, in which case an insufficient amount of time has elapsed for the accumulation of mutations, chance fixation of certain nucleotide sequences and/or a mechanism of biased conversion that leads to the fixation of a variant sequence (Arnheim, 1983; Ohta and Dover, 1984).

An examination of the C. captiva Taq family repeats reveals that the variation in nucleotide sequence, although encompassing approximately half of the base positions, is nonrandom. The obvious plasticity at some sites but not at others seems to indicate that there are limitations upon which of the sites can change at high frequency. Particularly striking is the occurrence of an 18 bp region that is unchanged in all but two of the clones. These two clones isolated from the sibling species (population 4A) are homologous to the 168 bp repeat both on the basis of filter hybridization (Arnold, unpub. data) and direct nucleotide examination, albeit at a much reduced level in comparison to the intraspecific values. This divergence has resulted in the shifting of the base sequence corresponding to
the 18 bp conserved region. Whether this is a consequence of mutations that have produced a new Taq I site or a rearrangement that has transposed this 18 bp region cannot be determined.

A similar pattern of conservation was detected by Dennis and Peacock (1984) when they sequenced the 180 bp repeat derived from the maize knob heterochromatin. A 27 bp sequence was found to be unvaried among the 19 clones isolated from maize, teosinte and *Tripsacum*. The presence of a highly conserved region, within a sequence which otherwise shows extensive variation, suggests the presence of a mechanism that prevents the accumulation of mutations at these base pair positions. One mechanism that could generate such a nonrandom pattern of change is biased gene conversion (Dover, 1982) with the "domain of conversion" being less than the repeat length of the Taq family sequence. One result of this process would be the generation of repeats with a mosaic pattern of change, with different regions of the sequence demonstrating different amounts of variation, while the same region in different repeats would be tending toward homogeneity (Ohta and Dover, 1984).

Clearly, many possibilities exist to explain the nonrandom pattern of divergence observed in *Caledia*, but it is interesting that the conserved 18 bp region within the Taq family repeats represents part of a two-fold symmetry (Fig. 7) of the type found in DNA sequences that bind proteins (Ptashne et al., 1980; Siebenlist et al., 1980; Borgmeyer et al., 1984). Previously, Hsieh and Brutlag (1979) reported the presence of two-fold symmetry in a *Drosophila* heterochromatic sequence (the 360 bp
Fig. 7. Nucleotide sequence at positions 60-115 from the consensus sequence for population 1A clones. Bold-face type indicates the 18 bp conserved region. Areas of dyad symmetry are shown within the boxed regions.
CTCGCC
TTTTTCCTATTACATTG
CTCACATATAATACTTTTA
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family) that was shown to bind preferentially to an embryo specific protein. In addition, highly repeated DNA (alphoid sequences) from primate species also demonstrate regions of dyad symmetry (see Miklos, 1985 for review). However, in both of these examples there is no apparent sequence conservation in the areas of two-fold symmetry in comparison to other regions of the repeat. For example, the area of dyad symmetry in the 360 bp family from Drosophila was found to be heterogeneous even among repeats from a single laboratory strain (Miklos and Gill, 1981).

The confirmation of a function for the C. captiva Taq family of repeats requires first, the demonstration of a specific interaction of this sequence with a protein component, and second, the identification of the role of such an interaction. However, the conservation of a portion of this repeated element in conjunction with the unique structure of this conserved region is suggestive of such a cellular interaction.
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CHAPTER 4: The Heterochromatin of Grasshoppers from the Caledia captiva species complex II. Cytological Organization of Tandemly Repeated DNA Sequences

This chapter has been submitted for publication in Chromosoma, and is in the format required for this journal. The authors are M.L. Arnold and D.D. Shaw.
Abstract. C-band variation between the Caledia taxa is extensive with numerous large interstitial and telomeric blocks of heterochromatin being present in the South-east Australian and Moreton taxa while the Torresian types possess small centromeric or telomeric C-bands. In situ hybridizations using $^{3}H$ c-RNA from the 168 bp highly repeated sequence defined further variation between the C. captiva taxa. This sequence family is present in each of the interstitial and telomeric constitutive heterochromatic blocks in the South-east Australian and Moreton taxa. However, it is represented in only a fraction of the heterochromatic regions, defined by C-banding, within the three Torresian types. The 144 bp sequence family is restricted to the procentric blocks of heterochromatin of chromosomes 2-7, 9 and 10 in the Daintree taxon and does not share homology with the 168 bp sequence. This sequence is A-T rich and possesses a region of dyad symmetry. Quantitative measurements for the two sequence families revealed a wide range of copy numbers between the C. captiva taxa. The 168 bp family has approximately 150,000, 35,000 and 4,000 copies, respectively, in the South-east Australian/Moreton, Torresian and Daintree genomes. There are 2,000,000 and 100,000 copies of the 144 bp sequence in the Daintree and Papuan Torresian taxa, respectively. The distributional, quantitative and sequence characteristics of these repeat families imply that past amplification or introgression has played a major role in the evolution of these sequences. There is an overall negative correlation between the quantity of the 168 bp sequence and the levels of reproductive isolation and genic divergence between the various taxa. It is
possible that some of the reduction in the viability of the hybrid individuals is due to the quantitative changes in these sequences. Moreover, the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of highly repeated DNA families may play a role in the modulation of such essential cellular functions as cell cycle duration, nuclear organization and gene expression.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of heterochromatin localization, which have included both C-banding and in situ hybridization of highly repeated DNA probes, have, in some cases, identified major regions of highly repeated DNA within the genome (Miklos and Nankivell, 1976; Appels, 1982). Constitutive heterochromatin from a limited number of species has been demonstrated to contain a composite of various families of highly repeated or satellite DNA. This type of organization has been documented for telomeric (rye: Appels, 1982), centromeric (calf: Kurnit et al., 1973) and interstitial (Drosophila: Peacock et al., 1977) heterochromatin. Molecular analyses of tandemly repeated DNA families have also shown that homologous sequences can occur on from a few (Drosophila: Peacock et al., 1974) to most (mouse: Pardue and Gall, 1970) of the chromosomes in a complement. In addition, highly repeated sequences have been compared in closely and more distantly related species in terms of their sequence organization and composition (Sutton and McCallum, 1972; Gall et al., 1974; Peacock et al., 1978; Novak, 1984) as well as their cytological distribution (Peacock et al., 1978; Cohen and Bowman, 1979).
Each of these studies has demonstrated that there are high levels of interspecific variation in respect of the cytological distribution and sequence organization of highly repeated DNA families. Furthermore, Strachan et al. (1985) and Trick and Dover (1984) have shown that intraspecific sequence variation can be an order of magnitude less than (Drosophila) or equivalent to (Tsetse fly) the interspecific value. Thus, there exists a wide range of variation in the sequence organization and cytological distribution of highly repeated DNA both within and between different species.

An examination of a highly repeated DNA family ("Taq" family) from the grasshopper Caledia captiva has provided the first detailed analysis of sequence variation within individuals, populations, races and subspecies of a single species complex (Arnold et al., 1985a). This study was carried out to directly assess how highly repeated DNA sequences evolve in relation to the accumulation of genetic differences leading to reproductive isolation. In addition, the structure and pattern of evolution of the repeats within the Taq family were used to test for any potential functional roles of these sequences.

In the present study we have examined the patterns of C-band variation present in seven different taxa from the genus Caledia (Shaw et al., 1976; 1980; this study) and have compared these with the cytological distribution of both a 168 bp repeat family which originated from the Gundaroo population of the South-east Australian taxon and a second highly repeated 144 bp DNA family. This latter family is also defined by Taq I recognition sites at the 5' and 3' termini and was isolated from the Daintree taxon.
The amounts of these two sequence families were also determined for each of the taxa. These data were then used to compare the organization of heterochromatin within taxa of the genus *Caledia* with specific reference to these two repeated DNA families.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Individuals from the following taxa were used in the present study: South-east Australian (S.E.A.; Gundaroo, N.S.W. and Lakes Entrance, Vic.); Moreton (Peregian Beach, Qld.); Torresian ("Southern" Torresian = Bongmuller and Insulator Creek (Ck), Qld., "Northern" Torresian = East Normanby, Qld., "Papuan" Torresian = Morehead, P.N.G.); Daintree (Daintree, Qld.); and *Caledia species nova 1* (Morehead P.N.G.).

Mitotic chromosome complements were prepared from whole, eight to ten day old embryos on air dried slides (Webb, 1976). The locations of C-band positive material and of sequences homologous to the 168 bp and 144 bp cloned repeats was identified using the techniques of Webb (1976) and Appels et al. (1978), respectively. Copy numbers for each of the highly repeated DNA sequences were calculated using the procedure of Bishop et al. (1969).

Total DNA was isolated from pooled samples (10 - 40 individuals) from each of the taxa of *C. captiva*, along with the sibling species (*C. captiva* Daintree) and *Caledia species nova 1*. Cloning of the 168 bp Taq family fragment isolated from the S.E.A. taxon has been described in detail by Arnold et al.
Isolation of the 144 bp sequence followed similar procedures. Total Daintree DNA was digested with the restriction endonuclease Taq I. Following electrophoresis in a 2.0% agarose gel and EtBr staining, several bands ranging in size from 100 - 200 bp were visible under ultraviolet light. The digests were transferred to Gene Screen (New England Nuclear) using the procedure of Southern (1975). The DNA was fixed to the filter by baking at 80°C for two hr. Prehybridization was carried out for one hr in hybridization solution without the radioactive probe. The filter was hybridized to total Daintree DNA, which had been 32P-nick-translated, to a Cot value of approximately 0.01 (mol x sec)/l. The hybridization solution consisted of 50% formamide, 0.5% SDS, 3 X SSC and 5 X Denhardt solution. Following hybridization the filter was washed for one hr in 2 X SSC/0.1% SDS at room temperature, with four changes of the wash solution. The filter was then covered with pre-exposed X-ray film and stored at -70°C (Laskey, 1980). The most intensely labelled band was cut from the agarose gel and the fragments were electroeluted. An aliquot of this sample was then ligated into pBR322 which had been linearized with the restriction enzyme Cla I. These recombinant plasmids were used to transform E. coli RRI cells. Positive clones were selected on the basis of their homology to the Cot 0.01 fraction of Daintree DNA. One such clone (pDA1) was used in the present study.

DNA (100 µg) from the plasmid pDA1 was digested with Taq I endonuclease. Following electrophoresis, the band corresponding to the Daintree highly repeated insert was removed and electroeluted. These sequences were ligated into Acc I digested
M13mp10 (Messing and Vierira, 1982) and the recombinant phage were used to transform E. coli JM 101.

The dideoxy chain termination sequencing reaction (Sanger et al., 1977) was used to determine the nucleotide sequence of the Daintree cloned repeat. Because this repeat is defined by Taq I recognition sites (TCGA) at the 5' and 3' ends we have included two of the four bases at the 5' (GA) and 3' (TC) termini. Both strands of this repeat were sequenced with no ambiguous results.

RESULTS

i) Gross karyotypic structure

The structure of the karyotype has previously been described for several C. captiva populations (Shaw, 1976; Shaw et al., 1980; Coates and Shaw, 1984). We summarize these descriptions in Table 1 along with data from a number of new populations, namely Araluen, Gundaroo, Insulator Ck and East Normanby. Each of the Torresian populations, as well as the S.E.A. population from Lakes Entrance, are characterized by acrocentric chromosomes. The Daintree and C. species nova 1 individuals possess telocentric karyotypes, whilst the Moreton and remaining S.E.A. populations have karyotypes with meta-, acro- and telocentric chromosomes. The Moreton and Lakes Entrance populations represent the endpoints of a continuous chromosomal cline in which intermediate populations show complex polymorphisms (Shaw et al., in prep.).

ii) C-band heterochromatin

Shaw and his coworkers (Shaw et al., 1976; Shaw et al.,
Table 1. Distributional and quantitative variation for the C-band heterochromatin and highly repeated DNA in the taxa of Caledia. (N.B. The terms telomeric and centromeric are used to indicate the presence of heterochromatin located near or at these chromosomal structures.) N.D. = Not determined. Dashes (--) indicate that the repeat sequence is absent. S., N. and P. Torresian = Southern, Northern and Papuan Torresian, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAXON</th>
<th>POPULATION</th>
<th>CENTROMERE POSITION</th>
<th>CENTROMERIC</th>
<th>TELOMERIC</th>
<th>INTERSTITIAL</th>
<th>168 bp FAMILY</th>
<th>144 bp FAMILY</th>
<th>168 bp FAMILY</th>
<th>144 bp FAMILY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.E.A.</td>
<td>Araluen</td>
<td>Polymorphic</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>4-8,10-12</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>Same As</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gundaroo</td>
<td>Polymorphic</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>4-8,10-12</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.5x10^5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes Entrance</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>4-8,10-12</td>
<td>1-8,11</td>
<td>Same As</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>N.D.*</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreton</td>
<td>Peregan</td>
<td>Metacentric</td>
<td>1-4,6-12</td>
<td>4-8,10-12</td>
<td>1-4,6-9,11,12</td>
<td>Same As</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>N.D.*</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bongmuller</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Telomeres</td>
<td>10, 11</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5x10^4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insulator Ck</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>10,11</td>
<td>Telomeres</td>
<td>10, 11</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Normanby</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>2,4,10,11</td>
<td>10,11</td>
<td>Telomere</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morehead</td>
<td>Acrocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>1,8,10-12</td>
<td>X,4,9,10</td>
<td>Telomeres</td>
<td>6, 12</td>
<td>N.D.**</td>
<td>1.0x10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daintree</td>
<td>Telocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8x10^3</td>
<td>2.0x10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. species nova 1</td>
<td>Telocentric</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>2,4,5-12</td>
<td>4,7,11,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Preliminary data, along with the in situ results suggest that these populations have approximately the same amount of the 168 bp sequence as the Gundaroo samples.

**The in situ data suggest that this population possesses an approximately equivalent amount of this sequence to that found in the Bongmuller sample.
1980; Coates and Shaw, 1984) have also defined a complex pattern of C-band heterochromatin variation within the C. captiva species group. Figure 1 (compare with Table 1) presents data for the previously described taxa along with results for Papuan Torresian, Northern Torresian and C. species nova 1 individuals. There is extensive variation in the distribution and amount of heterochromatin between the various taxa.

iii) In situ localization of highly repeated sequences

Figure 2(a-f) illustrates the variation in the cytological locations of the 168 bp (Fig. 2a-e) and 144 bp (Fig. 2f) sequences. The two S.E.A. individuals (Fig. 2a, b) and the Moreton animal (Fig. 2c) have numerous interstitial and telomeric sites of hybridization. At least in the Moreton taxa, these sites of hybridization correspond to the C-band positive regions (Arnold et al., 1985b). The distribution of the 168 bp sequence is also presented for the Southern Torresian and Papuan Torresian taxa (Fig. 2d, e). Southern Torresian individuals show hybridization to the telomeres of chromosomes 10, 11 and 12 (Fig. 2d and Arnold et al., 1985b). The Papuan Torresian karyotype illustrated in Figure 2e has the 168 bp sequence present on the telomeres of chromosomes 6 and 12, but not on those of 10 or 11. Two other Torresian populations (Insulator Ck and East Normanby) were also assayed in the in situ hybridization experiments involving the 168 bp sequence. The Insulator Ck population (Southern Torresian) exhibited hybridization in the telomeric regions of chromosomes 10 and 11, while the East Normanby individuals (Northern Torresian) had hybridization only at the
Fig. 1  C-banded haploid karyotypes of the Caledia taxa.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Chromosomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (MORETON)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (LAKES ENTRANCE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (SOUTHERN TORRESIAN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (PAPUAN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (NORTHERN TORRESIAN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. captiva (DAINTREE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. species nova 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2 In situ hybridization utilizing $^3$H c-RNAs from the 168 bp or 144 bp sequences. Top left, S.E.A. individual from the Araluen population hybridized to 168 bp sequence (14 day exposure); top right, S.E.A. individual from the Lakes Entrance population hybridized to 168 bp sequence (22 day exposure); middle left, Moreton individual from the Peregian population hybridized to 168 bp sequence (5 day exposure); middle right, Southern Torresian individual from the Bongmuller population hybridized to 168 bp sequence (75 day exposure); bottom left, Papuan Torresian individual from the Morehead population hybridized to 168 bp sequence (198 day exposure); bottom right, F1 individual from a Moreton X Daintree cross hybridized to 144 bp sequence (3 day exposure), the numbered chromosomes originate from the Daintree genome.
telomere of chromosome 11 (Table 1). Finally, the 144 bp sequence isolated from the Daintree taxon was shown to be present in the procentric regions of chromosomes 2-7, 9 and 10 (Fig. 2f).

iv) Quantitative measurements for the 168 bp and 144 bp sequences

Table 1 also lists the copy numbers of the 168 bp and 144 bp families for some of the C. captiva populations. The 168 bp family is represented by approximately 150,000, 35,000 and 4,000 copies per haploid genome in the Gundaroo, Bongmuller and Daintree populations, respectively. In addition, the in situ data and preliminary quantitative estimates suggest that the Lakes Entrance and Peregian individuals have relatively the same number of copies as the Gundaroo sample. Likewise, the Papuan Torresian individuals appear to possess approximately the same amount of the 168 bp repeats as the Bongmuller animals. No copies of this repeat family were detected in C. species nova 1.

The 144 bp Daintree repeat is apparently present in only the Daintree and Papuan Torresian taxa. Individuals from these two taxa have 2.0x10^6 and 1.0x10^5 copies per haploid genome, respectively (Table 1).

v) Sequence characteristics of the highly repeated DNA sequences

Arnold et al. (1985a, b) have detailed the sequence variation present in the 168 bp repeat which was assayed cytologically in this study. The 144 bp repeat is shown in Figure 3. No restriction endonuclease recognition sites were
Fig. 3 Nucleotide sequence of the 144 bp sequence isolated from the Daintree taxon.
GAAGAGAGCAATATTGGTGACGAGAGGACGGGTGGA
AGTGGTGAGGAGCCCGCCCGTATTCATAAAAGGAGA
ATTTTTAGGCTATGTTTAGCGGTATTAACGCTGAACC
AAGCAATCAAATGCATCTTATTAGTATAATAAATTTC

The pattern of the geographical distribution and the absence of a strain of the 16S by sequence, inferring the various DNA, are correlated by some degree with the amount and distribution of the regions of constitutive interferon, or immune property.
detected within the sequence. The repeat is A-T rich (58%) and possesses a region of dyad symmetry, beginning at position 4 through to position 21.

DISCUSSION

Evolution of highly repeated DNA and taxa relationships within Caledia

1) 168 bp Sequence Family

The pattern of the cytological distribution and the sequence copy number of the 168 bp repeats, within the various taxa, are correlated to some degree with the amount and distribution of their C-band positive regions. Thus, the numerous interstitial locations of the 168 bp sequence in the S.E.A. and Moreton individuals reflect the presence of equivalent interstitial regions of constitutive heterochromatin in these two races. Likewise, the telomeric disposition of this sequence on the Torresian chromosomes corresponds in the main to the presence of terminal blocks of C-banded chromatin. However, for chromosome 6 of Papuan Torresian there is either a polymorphism for the presence of a telomeric C-band or the 168 bp sequence is present in a region which is cytologically defined as euchromatin. Furthermore, in each of the Torresian, Moreton and S.E.A. populations examined, a proportion of the C-band positive regions did not hybridize with the 168 bp sequence. In the Torresian genome only a fraction of the constitutive heterochromatin contained this sequence family.

The extensive intertaxonomic variation, in both the amount
and the distribution of the 168 bp sequences, indicates that the evolution of this family must have involved amplification/reduction events, as well as the dissemination of the repeats to numerous chromosomal locations. The widespread occurrence of a specific sequence family within a genome its concommitant multiplicity and the marked level of homology between individual repeats from divergent genomic localities are thought to be the result of a process of "concerted evolution" (Zimmer et al., 1980; Arnheim, 1983). One mechanism which may account for a change in the amount of tandemly arrayed sequences is unequal crossover (Smith, 1976). As a result of this process, one chromatid would accumulate a larger segment of these repeats while the other strand would lose a corresponding portion of the tandem array. In addition to the process of amplification/reduction, the 168 bp sequences have been spread to novel chromosomal sites within the Caledia genome. Botchan (1974) proposed that the bovine satellite I DNA had most likely evolved as a consequence of a "rolling circle" mechanism of amplification. This is postulated to involve the production of rings of satellite DNA, which are excision products from reciprocal intrastrand recombination events. According to this model, following amplification the satellite array may reintegrate into the germ line genome. This process would result in the spread of the sequence family if its reintegration were to occur in a nonhomologous chromosomal location. A second mechanism which may account for the interchromosomal movement of these sequences would involve the action of transposable elements. For instance, elements such as the prokaryotic IS
sequences have the ability to transpose entire chromosome segments from one position to another (see Iida et al., 1983 for review). If a single repeat or a tandem set of sequences were positioned between two such elements, the transposition of these elements could include the repeat sequence as well.

The intertaxonomic variation in the amounts of the 168 bp repeats shows an overall negative correlation with the patterns of reproductive isolation and genic divergence detected within this group. Thus, the reproductively isolated Daintree taxon has the least amount of this sequence family in comparison to the Torresian and Moreton taxa. These major taxa groups also show this same pattern in terms of their genic divergence as estimated from allozyme data (Daly et al., 1981). Even so, there are striking examples where the patterns of reproductive isolation, genic divergence and the evolution of the 168 bp DNA family do not correlate. For instance, individuals from the S.E.A. population at Lakes Entrance possess relatively the same amount of the 168 bp sequence as the Moreton individuals. The Lakes Entrance population is also allozymically equivalent to the Moreton taxon (P. Wilkinson, unpub. data). When individuals from the Lakes Entrance population are crossed with Moreton individuals there is a 42% reduction in viability in the F2 generation (Coates and Shaw, 1984; Shaw et al., in prep.). Most of this reduction can be explained by the structural differences which exist between the chromosomes from these two taxa in terms of centromere position. Likewise, the Torresian and Moreton taxa are distinctive in the disposition and amount of the 168 bp
family within their respective genomes. When these two taxa are
crossed there is a 50% reduction in the viability of the
backcross progeny and a 100% reduction in the F2 generation (Shaw
and Wilkinson, 1980). When the cause of this hybrid inviability
was analyzed, it was concluded that the causal factors pertained
to the genic and structural differences which are evident between
the two taxa (Shaw et al., 1982; Shaw and Coates, 1983; Coates
and Shaw, 1984). However, it is possible that the reduction in
viability, in the Moreton X Torresian crosses, attributed to the
"genic" component could be explained in part by the differences
in the amount and/or distribution of the 168 bp sequences. At
the present time it is not possible to separate the effects of
these two components on hybrid viability.

ii) 144 bp Sequence Family

The 144 bp repeat family was detected in only the Daintree
and Papuan Torresian genomes. There are two possible
explanations which can account for the occurrence of this
sequence in these two groups. First, the present day
distribution could reflect the restriction of this repeat family
to the lineage which initially gave rise to the Daintree and
Papuan Torresian types. However, there are good grounds for
concluding that the lineage which gave rise to the Papuan
Torresian taxon was also responsible for the formation of the
Southern and Northern Torresian forms since there are extremely
low levels of allozymic divergence between these three taxa
(Table 2; P. Wilkinson, unpub. data). If this is indeed the
case, whilst the 144 bp sequence was amplified (or maintained) in
Table 2. Allozymic divergence between *Caledia* taxa (P. Wilkinson, unpub. data) expressed as Nei (Nei, 1972) genetic distance ($\bar{D}$) values.
### TAXON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. species nova 1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papuan Torresian</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Torresian</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Torresian</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreton</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daintree</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Papuan Torresian individuals, it must have been lost from the other two Torresian types.

A second interpretation of the distribution of this sequence is that it is a result of introgression from the Daintree genome into the genome of the progenitor of the Papuan Torresian taxon. Individuals of this taxon certainly show a much lower level of allozymic divergence from the Daintree type in comparison with the other two Torresian taxa (Table 2; P. Wilkinson, unpub. data). Furthermore, the Nei $\bar{D}$ value (0.185) for the Daintree vs Papuan Torresian taxa is equivalent to the divergence between the latter taxon and the Moreton population ($\bar{D}=0.19$) and the Daintree taxon is known to be a sibling species of the Torresian and Moreton taxa (Shaw et al., 1980). It should be possible to distinguish between these two hypotheses through the use of additional highly repeated probes.

Various authors have suggested that repeated DNA families may be selfish (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980) or parasitic (Orgel and Crick, 1980) in their patterns of replication, neutral in their phenotypic expression (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980; Miklos and Gill, 1981) or the results of a process which amplifies "non-adaptive" variants and distributes them between different chromosomes (Dover, 1982; Ohta and Dover, 1984). These hypotheses regard highly repeated sequences to be functionless although it has been suggested that the accumulation of non-adaptive variants, by the process of "molecular drive" (Dover, 1982), might give rise to reproductive isolation (Ohta and Dover, 1984). In the following discussion we consider some of the effects which may be attributed to the quantitative or
qualitative characteristics of highly repeated DNA sequences.

Potential Effects of Tandemly Repeated DNA Families

i) Effects due to quantitative flux

The late replication of heterochromatin has been well documented in a number of organisms (Lima-De-Faria, 1959, Lima-De-Faria and Jaworska, 1968). This differential pattern of replication involves not only entire heterochromatinized chromosomes (e.g. sex chromosomes), but also heterochromatic versus euchromatic segments on the same chromosome (Lima-De-Faria, 1959). By examining specific satellite DNA fractions, Bostock et al. (1976) demonstrated that all the various components were synthesized during S-phase. However, the different fractions showed distinct and rapid changes in their rates of synthesis at specific times during this phase. In Caledia, we have demonstrated that at least two highly repeated sequence families are associated with some of the constitutive heterochromatin from different taxa. If these and other sequences are differentially replicated, then one can envisage that the large scale amplification of a repeat family might result in a change in the cell cycle time. Indeed, Nagl (1974) has reported a negative correlation between the amount of heterochromatin within plant genomes and the duration of the cell cycle. This finding suggests that the amplification/reduction of a specific sequence family has the potential for modulating the cell cycle parameters. In the present case, such a change could result in a differential pattern of development and thereby affect a change
in the phenotype of the grasshopper. Although this is speculative, a finding by Shaw et al. (1985) suggests a potential for this sort of an effect. In a comparison of embryonic weight, it was discovered that Moreton hatchlings were 20% lighter than the Torresian offspring. This result was not due to any difference in the overall time of embryogenesis. One might predict such a difference if the presence of large blocks of heterochromatin, such as are found in the Moreton individuals, causes a fluctuation in the cell cycle time. A detailed examination of this cellular parameter is currently underway.

One effect which is commonly correlated with the presence of large blocks of heterochromatin is the redistribution of chiasmata (Miklos and Nankivell, 1976). This effect is most often associated with polymorphic rather than fixed systems (John and King, 1985). Miklos and Nankivell (1976) showed that the telomeric and centromeric blocks of heterochromatin in the grasshopper species *Atractamorpha similis* possessed numerous copies of a cryptic satellite sequence. Their findings concerning the pattern of chiasma formation in *A. similis* in comparison to the other species of this genus (*A. australis, A. species-1*) led them to conclude that "... the three species are utilizing repeated DNA as a strategy to alter their frequencies and positions of chiasmata, and thus to alter one of the major sources determining variability in the next generation."

Detailed analyses of chiasma distribution have been carried out for several of the *Caledia* taxa, including the Daintree and Moreton types (Shaw and Knowles, 1976; Coates and Shaw, 1982). However, for all of the chromosomes examined, no effect due to
the presence of the heterochromatic blocks was detected. We therefore conclude that the highly repeated sequences which form a part of these blocks are not acting to alter the pattern of recombination to any significant level.

ii) Effects due to nucleotide sequence

It is well established that the chromosomes are attached to certain areas of the inner nuclear envelope (see Franke, 1974 for review). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated in the mouse that at least a portion of the chromatin associated with the nuclear envelope is made up of highly repeated DNA sequences (Rae and Franke, 1972). These and other findings concerning this association led Franke (1974) to ask: "Does the nuclear membrane contain compounds, probably proteins, that specifically complex with certain chromosomal regions and exclude others?" This sort of specific affiliation has indeed been suggested by studies of in vitro binding of nucleic acids to the nuclear membrane (Kubinski et al., 1972). With this in view it is worth noting that Arnold et al. (1985a) detected a conserved 18 bp sequence which was part of a region of dyad symmetry within the 168 bp repeat. This 18 bp sequence was conserved within individuals and populations as well as between different races and subspecies. It is plausible that the presence of the two-fold symmetry, characteristic of DNA-protein binding sites (Siebenlist et al., 1980), and the conservation of a portion of this region is indicative of its functioning in complexing with the nuclear envelope. An alternative putative effect is that this region may play a role in effecting gene expression. Appels and Peacock
(1978) have pointed out that "... in cases in which a repeating sequence resembles the binding site of a particular protein, the functions of this protein will be markedly affected." A particularly lucid example of such an effect has been documented in vitro for the *Xenopus* satellite I DNA sequences (Andrews et al., 1984). In both HeLa S100 and oocyte microinjection transcription assays, the satellite sequences inactivated 5S rRNA transcription. This effect was apparent whether the satellite sequences were in a cis or trans relationship with the ribosomal genes. One possible explanation for this competitive inactivation was the presence of an RNA polymerase III transcription unit in the satellite repeats which was 10-25-fold more efficient than the r-RNA gene in the competition experiments (Andrews et al., 1984).

Although a specific nuclear interaction has yet to be demonstrated for the *C. captiva* repeated DNA elements, the potential functional importance of such interactions merits further study.
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CHAPTER 5. Bam Family Repeated Sequences - Repeats that are Related to the Taq Family Sequences

5.1 Introduction

The major analysis in this thesis was carried out on the 168 bp Taq family. In a protocol designed to recover tandem arrays of the 168 bp repeat, a related sequence family was discovered. The new family of sequences is defined by the restriction endonuclease Bam HI and has a degree of homology to the 168 bp family reflected in their ability to cross-hybridize. However, the degree of homology at the nucleotide sequence level is too low to consider the Bam sequences to be a part of the Taq family. Thus, the Bam family of sequences is discussed separately in this chapter.

5.2 Results and Discussion

The digestion of C. captiva DNA with the restriction endonuclease Bam HI resolves a ladder of bands after hybridization with a 168 bp family probe (Fig. 5-1). Initially, this ladder of bands was assumed to represent sequence variants within the 168 bp family. As can be seen in Figure 5-1, the Daintree and Torresian samples are mainly in tandem arrays which appear as defined bands following Bam HI restriction. In contrast, the Moreton and, in particular, the S.E.A. samples demonstrate less distinct bands (Fig. 5-1) and a high background of hybridization to heterogeneous DNA sequences. This would suggest the presence of homologous sequences throughout a large range of size classes, which is indicative of the sequences being dispersed as well as clustered. These repeats were cloned by
Figure 5-1. Bam HI restricted DNA hybridized to a probe from the 168 bp sequence. a. Daintree sample, b. Southern Torresian sample, c. Moreton sample, d. S.E.A. sample. Lowest bands in each lane are approximately 180 bp in length. Upper portion of X-ray, which contained extensive hybridization, was deleted.
ligating the Bam HI digested DNA directly into an M13 vector and then selecting the bacteriophage which showed homology with the 168 bp probe (see Chapter 2). Eight recombinant bacteriophage were isolated and used for the dideoxy sequencing reactions. The sequence data from the bacteriophage are given in Figures 5-2 and 5-3.

Representatives of the Bam family of sequences were recovered from the South-east Australian (S.E.A. - Gundaroo population), Moreton (Peregian Beach population), Southern Torresian (Bongmuller and Insulator Creek populations), Papuan Torresian (Morehead population) and Daintree (Daintree population) taxa. Individual repeats were isolated (Fig. 5-2) except in the case of the Moreton sample where a 774 bp sequence was examined (Fig. 5-3). This sequence consisted of four complete monomer units along with 42 bp from a fifth repeat. The consensus sequence derived from the seven repeats of the S.E.A., Torresian and Daintree taxa and the first entire repeat (Fig. 5-3; beginning at position 43) from the Moreton tandem array is shown in Figure 5-2. This consensus sequence is 183 bp in length, 54% A+T and has 75 variable positions. Similarly, the consensus sequence for the monomer units from the Moreton clone is 185 bp long and is also 54% A+T (Fig. 5-3). However, this sequence has a total of only 29 variable positions. When the variable sites in the tandem array are added to the sites identified in Figure 5-2, a total of 84 variable positions can be identified. Each of the repeat units illustrated in Figure 5-2 were examined in pairwise comparisons, as were the repeats from the Moreton tandem array, and the results are given in Table 5-1.
Figure 5-2. Nucleotide sequence for the Bam family repeats from the *C. captiva* taxa. The bold-faced sequence is the consensus for the repeats. 1. Gundaroo population (S.E.A.), 2. Peregian Beach population (Moreton), 3. Bongmuller population (Southern Torresian), 4. Insulator Creek population (Southern Torresian), 5. Morehead population (Papuan Torresian) and 6-8. Daintree population (Daintree). Asterisks (*) indicate the variable positions. Dashes (-) denote that the position lacks a base. Lower case letters indicate that more than one choice is apparent for the consensus sequence at the given position.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACCATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTAAACCATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAAATTTCCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAAATTTCCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TCCTTTCTCCTAAAGGGTCGCTCGGTAATCTGCTTTCTTTAATTACCTTATACATTGCTAATACAGTTCTATTTTGGATGGGTGCTATACATATACAAAGTTTCATAGGCGCAGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>130</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>170</th>
<th>180</th>
<th>190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTAGTTACAC-GCCCTTGAATATAA---GG--TG-CCTTGGGGGAC--GCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTGTTACAT-GCCCTTGAATATAA---AC------GG-TTCC-TGCCGCCGAC-GCCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTAGTTACAC-GCCCTTGAATATAA---TCAGGGA-GG-TCCGTGCCACGTGAC-GCTGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTGTTACAT-GCCCTTGAATATAA---AC------GG-TAC-CGCTGCGCGAC-GG--GGCATTTTTACCGAT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTAGTTACAC-GCCCTTGAATATAA---GG--TG-CCTTGGGGGAC--GCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTGTTACAT-GCCCTTGAATATAA---GG--TG-CCTTGGGGGAC--GCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTGTTACAT-GCCCTTGAATATAA---GG--TG-CCTTGGGGGAC--GCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CTGACAGGACTGTGTTACAT-GCCCTTGAATATAA---GG--TG-CCTTGGGGGAC--GCGGAAA-TTTTATCGGT-TTTC---GAAGGA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5-3. Nucleotide sequence for the Bam family tandem array from the Moreton taxon. Note that repeat unit 5 has a Bam HI recognition site beginning at position 40 and, therefore, only the first 42 bases were cloned. The homologous regions to the repeats shown in Figure 5-2 begin at position 43 of the repeats in this figure. The designations are the same as used in Figure 5-2. The two "halves" of the Bam recognition sites that defined this tandem array are at the beginning of repeat 1 (TCC) and the end of repeat 5 (GGA).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TCCTGCGCGCGACGCCGGAAATTTTACGGTTTTCGAAGCATCCTTTCTCTAATCAGCTCTcGTAATCTGCTCTTTAATTTGTTACGTAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TCCTGCGAGAGCCG-CAGATTTCTCGGTTTTCGAAGCATCCTTTCTCTAATCAGCTCTGTAATCTGCTCTTTAATTTGTTACGTAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TCCTGCGCGCGACGCCGGAAATTTTACGGTTTTCGAAGCATCCTTTCTCTAATCAGCTCTGTAATCTGCTCTTTAATTTGTTACGTAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TCCTGCGCGCGACGCCGGAAATTTTACGGTTTTCGAAGCATCCTTTCTCTAATCAGCTCTGTAATCTGCTCTTTAATTTGTTACGTAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TCCTGCGCGCGACGCCGGAAATTTTACGGTTTTCGAAGCATCCTTTCTCTAATCAGCTCTGTAATCTGCTCTTTAATTTGTTACGTAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>130</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>170</th>
<th>180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ATTTGGATGTTGGTGCTATACCTTAACAAAGTTTCATAGAAGGCGCACAAGTGCGAAGATGTAGTTAACACCAAAGGCCCTTAACATAGGAAGG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ATTTGGATGTTGGTGCTATACCTTAACAAAGTTTCATAGAAGGCGCACAAGTGCGAAGATGTAGTTAACACCAAAGGCCCTTAACATAGGAAGG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ATTTGGATGTTGGTGCTATACCTTAACAAAGTTTCATAGAAGGCGCACAAGTGCGAAGATGTAGTTAACACCAAAGGCCCTTAACATAGGAAGG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ATTTGGATGTTGGTGCTATACCTTAACAAAGTTTCATAGAAGGCGCACAAGTGCGAAGATGTAGTTAACACCAAAGGCCCTTAACATAGGAAGG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The sequence provided is a DNA sequence with the numbers indicating different sections or features within the sequence. Each section is labeled with a number. The sequence is presented in a tabular format for clarity.
Table 5-1. Variation in base pair sequence among the Bam family cloned repeats. Numbers represent base pair divergence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>×</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intratandem repeat¹</td>
<td>12-22</td>
<td>16(9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrapopulational²</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>27(15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraracial³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25(14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interracial⁴</td>
<td>23-36</td>
<td>28(15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersubspecific⁵</td>
<td>15-37</td>
<td>27(15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interspecific⁶</td>
<td>13-40</td>
<td>29(16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Peregian Beach tandem array;
² Daintree repeats;
³ Bongmuller compared to Insulator Creek;
⁴ Gundaroo compared to Peregian Beach, Bongmuller and Insulator Creek compared to Papuan Torresian;
⁵ Gundaroo and Peregian Beach compared to Insulator Creek and Papuan Torresian;
⁶ Daintree compared to all other populations.
The ranges and mean number of base pair differences for most of the comparisons are quite similar, however, the "intratandem repeat" values are the lowest.

A comparison of the consensus sequences from the Taq (Chapter 3) and Barn families has shown that the longest contiguous region of homology is only eight base pairs. In addition, the 18 bp conserved region in the Taq family was compared along the entire length of the Barn family consensus sequence. The region that demonstrates the highest level of similarity to the 18 bp Taq sequence is illustrated in Figure 5-4. These two sequences match at 11 of the 18 bp (i.e., 61% similarity).

The Barn family sequences from the Daintree taxon were previously placed within the Taq family by Arnold et al. (1985a; see Chapter 3). Thus, they considered these sequences to be highly divergent forms from this family. However, with the isolation of the Barn family sequences from each of the other C. captiva taxa, it has become apparent that the Barn repeats form a related, but highly divergent, group of sequences relative to the Taq family. Therefore, it is expected that these sequences have undergone different amplification/reduction and dissemination events since they diverged from a common ancestral sequence.

Preliminary data on the quantities of the Barn family sequence in each of the C. captiva taxa have suggested that these taxa have similar amounts of the 183 bp repeat. In contrast, the 168 bp Taq family repeats have evidently undergone large fluctuations in both amount and cytological distribution during
Figure 5-4. Comparison of the conserved Taq family 18 bp region (upper sequence) with the 18 bp stretch from the Bam family consensus sequence (lower sequence). Asterisks (*) indicate positions that match.
the evolution of the C. puttenstana lectin (Fernández et al., 1999; see Chapter 2). A further analysis of the analysis of the sequence data for the Tag and the non-repeated and repeated shows that the evolutionary history of these two families were markedly different. Thus, the repeated sequences repeats at the level of the individual, population, and subgroup to approximately 642 base pair repeats. The repeated family repeats more for the Tag by the family level; however, the repeats from the same Tag family bands were strikingly more interspecific divergence than to the repeat segments of the sequences of the different subgroups.

** *** * * **** * *
TTTTTCATTACATTTGGCA
TGTTACGTAGCATTTGGA
the evolution of the *C. captiva* species complex (Arnold et al., 1985a; see Chapter 3). A number of characteristics of the sequence data for the Taq and Bam repeated DNA families also indicate that the evolutionary histories of these two families have been markedly different. Thus, the divergence between repeats at the level of the individual, population, race and subspecies is approximately 2-4 times greater between the Bam family repeats than for the 168 bp Taq family sequences. Indeed, repeats from the same Bam family tandem array have more interrepeat divergence than do Taq repeats from different subspecies.

One explanation for this difference is that the Bam repeat family might have arisen at an earlier stage in the evolution of the *C. captiva* complex than the Taq family. The higher levels of divergence in the former family might then be a consequence of the accumulation of random mutations over a relatively longer evolutionary time period. Alternatively, either the entire Taq repeat unit or only a portion of the sequence may be conserved with few or no incorporated mutations. This has in fact been documented in the 168 bp sequence family, for an 18 bp sequence within each of the monomers. The conservation of this region was evident not only within individuals but also between populations, races and subspecies. This pattern of conservation, along with the presence of two-fold symmetry in the region of the 18 bp sequence, has led to the suggestion that this sequence may have functional significance (Chapter 3). Ohta and Dover (1984) have concluded that such a pattern of highly variable and less variable regions within a repeat unit may be the result of gene
conversion. They have stated that, "The domain of conversion can be either shorter or longer than the gene itself. When it is shorter it is possible to evolve highly variable genes that are mosaics of different domains."

Although the Bam repeats have a larger amount of sequence divergence than the Taq sequences, the tandem array from the Moreton taxon possesses the lowest level of sequence divergence relative to the other Bam family comparisons. This observation of less divergence in repeats from the same tandem array in comparison to noncontiguous repeats was also reported by Trick and Dover (1984). They found that there was 24% and 31% divergence between contiguous and noncontiguous repeats, respectively, for a highly repeated DNA family from two subspecies of Tsetse fly. However, as in the Bam family repeats, the variation within the Tsetse fly tandem array overlaps the range of variation found between repeats from different tandem arrays. The lower level of mean variation in these tandem arrays could be the result of a process such as unequal crossing over. Alternatively, the arrays could represent products of a relatively recent amplification event that have not had sufficient time to accumulate mutations to the same level as other repeats within the family. Finally, these results may reflect a greater effect of gene conversion events between contiguous versus noncontiguous repeats. It is of interest to note that the mutation that caused the loss of a Bam HI recognition site resulting in the tandem array is the same in each of the repeats (Fig. 5-3). Thus, at position 41 a cytosine
has been substituted for a guanine. An explanation for the presence of the tetrameric array is that the original mutation at this site produced a dimer of the Bam sequences. Subsequent to this mutation event, the dimer was evidently amplified to form a tetramer. However, one must also account for the finding that position "40" in the tandem array (Fig. 5-3) corresponds to position "1" in the other Bam family sequences (Fig. 5-2). It appears that there has been a further mutation resulting in the production of a Bam HI recognition site approximately 40 bp from the original Bam site in the tandem array.

The amount of sequence divergence between the Daintree sibling species and the other C. captiva taxa overlaps extensively with all of the other pairwise comparisons. This result can be explained on the basis that either the repeats from the Daintree taxon have not had sufficient time to diverge from those of the other C. captiva taxa or that the sequences in each of the taxa are being conserved in terms of their sequence characteristics. Data from studies of Drosophila favor the former possibility. Strachan et al. (1985) have found that two Drosophila highly repeated DNA families possess approximately one order of magnitude greater sequence variation in between species comparisons than is found within a species. This level of divergence was not found when comparisons were made between D. mauritiana and D. simulans and between D. yakuba and D. teissieri. These four taxa are all sibling species within the "melanogaster" species subgroup (Lemeunier and Ashburner, 1976). However, on the basis of polytene chromosome comparisons, the two pairs of species have been placed in different categories within
this subgroup (Lemeunier and Ashburner, 1976). In particular, D. simulans and D. mauritiana have been shown to be homosequential. Therefore, the pattern of divergence within the highly repeated DNA families, detected by Strachan et al. (1985), would appear to be directly correlated with the amount of time since divergence.
CHAPTER 6: Eco Repeated Sequences

6.1 Introduction

In the present chapter, data is presented on three divergent, but apparently related fragments, isolated from the S.E.A. taxon. These sequences are characterized by having Eco RI recognition sites at their 5' and 3' termini and have, therefore, been named "Eco sequences". Although the results from the study of these sequences are preliminary, they are presented because the repeats are interesting in that they appear to be dispersed and to possess an unusual nucleotide structure.

6.2 Results and Discussion

Approximately 10-15 kb segments of DNA from C. captiva were cloned into phage λ 1059. Three clones were selected on the basis of their homology to a highly repetitive (Cot 0.01) fraction of DNA from the C. captiva genome. One clone (λ SEA 28) was selected for further analysis. Following digestion with Eco RI, three fragments which contained only the grasshopper DNA were isolated. These sequences were designated "a", "b" and "c" and were approximately 500 bp, 900 bp and 5400 bp long, respectively. These three repeats were then cloned into both a plasmid vector and M13 mp10. The plasmid clones pGEA ("a" insert), pGEB ("b" insert) and pGEC ("c" insert) were used to prepare $^3$H-cRNAs. The M13 clones (also called pGEA, pGEB and pGEC in the present discussion) were utilized in sequencing experiments.

Figures 6-1 and 6-2 illustrate the results obtained from in situ experiments with the three sequences. It is apparent that each of the sequences are dispersed throughout the genomes of the
Figure 6-1.  *In situ* hybridizations with the Eco repeats.  a. \(^3\text{H}\) c-RNA from pGEA hybridized to an Araluen (S.E.A.) individual (48 day exposure);  b. \(^3\text{H}\) c-RNA from pGEC hybridized to a Bongmuller (Torresian) individual (8 day exposure);  c. \(^3\text{H}\) c-RNA from pGEB hybridized to an Araluen individual (48 day exposure);  d. \(^3\text{H}\) c-RNA from pGEC hybridized to an Araluen individual (7 day exposure).
Figure 6-2. *In situ* hybridization utilizing the Eco RI fragments. a. $^{3}$H c-RNA from pGEA hybridized to a Peregian Beach (Moreton) individual (7 day exposure); b. $^{3}$H c-RNA from pGEB hybridized to a Peregian Beach individual (7 day exposure); c. $^{3}$H c-RNA from pGEC hybridized to a Peregian Beach individual (7 day exposure); d. $^{3}$H c-RNA from pGEC hybridized to a *C. species nova 1* individual (4 day exposure).
various *Caledia* taxa. However, whether or not these three sequences are always closely associated in the genome, as would be suggested by their presence in the single clone, is not known.

Partial sequence data for the three repeats is given in Figure 6-3. Computer comparison of these sequences has not revealed any extended regions of homology greater than 9 bp. However, two observations are worth comment. First, since only a portion of the repeats have been sequenced, there may be extensive regions of homology which have not been identified. Second, although there are no regions of significant homology between the three repeats, there are specific motifs which are shared between them. For example, the nucleotide sequences possess poly-CA subrepeats. This is most obvious in the pGEA repeat which has a (CA)\textsuperscript{25} sequence (Fig. 6-4). Such an extensive region of alternating purines and pyrimidines might form left-handed or Z-DNA (Nordheim et al., 1981). The potential structural and functional attributes of such DNA, in light of the *Caledia* Eco sequences, are discussed in the final chapter.
Figure 6-3. Partial nucleotide sequences for the three dispersed repeats. 1. pGEC, 2. pGEA and 3. pGEB.

Note: One half of the Eco RI recognition site (TTC) has been included as the starting point for each of the three repeats.
1 TTCATTGCCCAGGAATGGAAAACTTTATATACATTCTGGGGTCAGATACAACACATGATCACACAGACAGAACCATAGGCACATAAG
2 TTCTCAAGGAATGGATTGTTGTTTATTACGAGAGCAGAGCAGACCATTATAAAAAACAACAAATAATGTTAGCTAGGGTTTGTAGTCCCAAGGGT
3 TTCCAACACAAACCAGAGTGATACAAAATGCTGACTTATGAAAAATGACTGACCCAGACATGAACATGGACTATGTAATAAATGTAATCTT
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1 ACACAGGGCAACAGAGCATGCACATGTCGGCACTAGTACCGTGTATATCTCTTTCGCAGCAATGCAGGCTGCATTCTCCATGGAGAGGATC
2 CCCTGATTAGTTTCTGCTTTCTTAGACTACAACCTAACCTGAAACTAAATTACGCTGGACAATACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
3 TGATCCTAAGGCTGATTPTGATGCAACTATCCACCGTACCTTGTCCTGCAAGTTCTTCATCTCTGACTAGAGGTGCTGGATGTAGTCCTGTGGACGGCATGCAAGCATTT

190 200 210 220

1 GTAGAGGTCCTGGATGATCTCCTGTGGACGGCATGCAAGCATTT
2 ACACACAAACACACACCAACACACAGCCATGCG
3 CTTATT
Figure 6-4. Results from sequencing experiment with the clone pGEA showing the \((CA)_25\) region. This region occurs from base position 154 to 203 (Fig. 6-3).
CHAPTER 7: FINAL REMARKS

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 (Section 1.1) I proposed five questions to be addressed in this thesis. The first four related to how highly repeated DNA sequences change through time and the last dealt with the aspect of function. In this regard, each of these questions have been answered to varying degrees in Chapters 3-6 and Appendix I. In this final chapter I will consider the two major themes of these questions; the evolution and putative functionality of highly repeated sequences.

7.2 Evolution of Highly Repeated DNA Families

The study of highly repeated sequence evolution, like comparable chromosomal, allozymic and morphological studies, has followed two main paths. The approaches which have been used include 1) the comparison of sequence families between closely and more distantly related taxa (e.g., see Sutton and McCallum, 1972; Barnes et al., 1978) and 2) the analysis of intraspecific variation between different satellites (e.g., see Gall and Atherton, 1974; Peacock et al., 1977). These different approaches led to the observation that a specific highly repeated sequence family had less intraspecific than interspecific variation. This phenomenon was labelled "concerted evolution" (Zimmer et al., 1980) because the multigene and satellite repeat units seemed to evolve in concert. This aspect of highly repeated DNA has been noted in studies involving a number of sequence families, and led to the conclusion that there was intraspecific sequence homogeneity within repeat families (e.g.,
Thus, Strachan et al. (1982) found that a majority of repeats from the Drosophila "500" and "360" highly repeated sequence families were characterized by certain restriction endonuclease cleavage sites and patterns of genomic organization that were diagnostic for all species with the exception of *D. mauritiana* and *D. simulans*, the two most closely related species. Similarly, the "480 bp" family repeat isolated from the rye genome was described as relatively homogeneous on the basis of endonuclease digestion and Tm analysis (Appels et al., 1981), and it was estimated that there was a maximum of 2% divergence between the members of this repeat family. In contrast, the data from the *Caledia* study presented in this thesis, as well as the recent findings concerning other repeat families (Trick and Dover, 1984; Strachan et al., 1985; Appels and Moran, in prep.), suggest that the concept of "homogeneity" needs to be qualified in terms of the large amount of variation that is consistently present within a sequence family. Therefore, although there is evidence that at least a portion of the *C. captiva* 168 bp sequence is relatively free of mutations (see below), it is apparent that much of the sequence is free to incorporate changes. For example, direct nucleotide sequencing of repeats from this family has shown that there can be as much as 10% sequence variation between repeats from a single individual. Furthermore, the Bam family sequences, presented in Chapter 5, demonstrate even greater levels of variation when equivalent intertaxonomic comparisons are made.
If maintenance of any portion of a repeated sequence is occurring, this has implications concerning how sequences evolve within the genome. Arnold et al. (1985a; Chapter 3) have demonstrated that an unchanged 18 bp region within the 168 bp repeat is not predicted on the basis of a statistical test developed by Brown and Clegg (1983). Similarly, it has been shown that a 27 bp sequence that is invariant in clones of 180 bp repeats from maize, teosinte and *Tripsacum* is statistically significant (Brown and Clegg, 1983; Dennis and Peacock, 1984). What then are the processes that account for this pattern of evolution? It has been suggested that the evolution of a highly repeated sequence family would necessarily have a number of stages (Dover, 1982; Arnheim, 1983). Firstly, the ancestral sequence would presumably arise by chance at a single chromosomal site, and then be amplified to some degree. The alternative to this would be that the sequence originates in a number of chromosomal locations and is then amplified. This is less likely given parsimony, however, it remains a possibility. If the sequence arises at a single site, it may or may not be disseminated to different locations in the genome. The 168 bp family from *C. captiva* shows a wide range of variation in its chromosomal distribution (Arnold and Shaw, 1985; Chapter 4). The S.E.A. and Moreton taxa have numerous chromosomal locations that show homology to a probe synthesized from this family. These sites include distal, interstitial and proximal positions. The Southern, Northern and Papuan Torresian races, on the other hand, are located at telomeric sites on chromosomes 10, 11 and 12, chromosome 11 and chromosomes 6 and 12, respectively. Thus, the
168 bp sequence, having evidently originated in the progenitor of the *C. captiva* taxa, has been distributed to from one (N. Torresian) to all 24 (Moreton and S.E.A.) of the chromosomes in the complement. Included in this spread was a differential amplification in the various taxa; the Torresian taxon has approximately 40,000 copies and the Moreton/S.E.A. taxa possess 150,000 copies of this repeat. In contrast, the sequences within each genome may maintain a degree of "communication" in that each repeat demonstrates a level of similarity which does not appear to be explained on the basis of random chance (i.e., the 18 bp conserved region). Likewise, Coen et al. (1982) have noted the differential abundance of certain non-transcribed spacer length variants in the rDNA family of *D. melanogaster*. From this, they concluded that the spacer length variants could be differentially amplified throughout an array of rDNA genes.

Specific mechanisms have been suggested to account for the spread of sequence variants, not only in multigene families, but also in highly repeated sequence families. In a theoretical analysis of unequal crossingover, it was demonstrated that the majority of newly arisen sequence variants would be lost through this process (Smith, 1976). However, by chance a variant could infrequently be amplified to the extent that it would become the major sequence type. Experimental analyses of yeast rDNA genes have shown that unequal crossingover between sister chromatids can occur in mitosis and meiosis (Szostak and Wu, 1980; Petes, 1980). However, although it is assumed that this type of mechanism is at least partly responsible for both the
amplification and the reduction of highly repeated sequence families, no definitive demonstration of this has been put forward to date. The second mechanism that has been suggested to account specifically for the distribution of repeats between different chromosomes is transposition. The occurrence of moderately repetitive sequences that have the ability to transpose themselves from one location to another has been well documented (see section 7.3 for discussion). The potential for the movement of other repeated sequences along with the transposon is obvious. However, as with unequal crossingover, the involvement of these sequences in the spread of highly repeated sequence families has yet to be demonstrated. Finally, a form of gene conversion has been implicated in the evolution of sequence families. As discussed in Chapter 1, a gene conversion event involves the changing of one allele at a locus into a different allelic state (Roman, 1963). This process may have been responsible for the intergenic conversion events between genes in the chorion and globin multigene families (Slighthon et al., 1980; Iatrou et al., 1984). Thus, although the Hc-A and Hc-B chorion genes examined by Iatrou et al. (1984) originate from different gene families, they demonstrate long stretches of sequence homology in their 3' untranslated regions. This homology could be due to the transfer of sequence characteristics from one gene to the other. Similarly, a conversion event has been suggested as an explanation for the similarity between two "nonallelic" genes coding for human fetal globin (Slighthon et al., 1980). The region of homology occurs within an intervening sequence and is striking because the "allelic" genes differ
markedly in this same region.

It is apparent from the above, as well as the discussion in Chapter 1, that certain processes have been implicated in the evolution of highly repeated sequences. However, it is just as apparent that, as of yet, the available data merely infer the action of these processes in the evolution of such sequence families. This inherent weakness is present in all evolutionary studies in that the separation and analysis of the causal factors is extremely difficult. It is feasible that, in future analyses, highly repeated sequences could be introduced into a genome via a transposable element. Thus inserted, the sequence could be monitored at a molecular level to test for subsequent amplification and/or transposition. In addition it might be possible, via hybridization, to introduce a sequence such as the 144 bp repeat from Papuan Torresian into the Northern or Southern Torresian genomes. Since this sequence is present in high copy number in the Papuan Torresian genome it might become similarly amplified in these novel genomic backgrounds. With such an approach one could predict the frequency and pattern of incorporation of repeat sequences into the genome.

7.3 Functional Aspects of Highly Repeated Sequences

It is apparent that any discussion of putative functional aspects of highly repeated DNA must recognize that an as yet unquantified proportion of these DNAs may have no function (Orgel and Crick, 1980; Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Miklos, 1985). In point of fact, the current consensus pertaining to highly repeated sequences may have been expressed by Smith (1976). His
theoretical examination of the evolution of highly repeated sequences via unequal crossover events led him to the conclusion that "... a pattern of tandem repeats is the natural state of DNA whose sequence is not maintained by selection." However, the difficulty in ascribing or denying any function to a repeated DNA family has been highlighted by studies of DNA in the classes of intervening sequences and transposable elements. Darnell (1978) has pointed out that nontranscribed intervening sequences, at one stage of viral development, are at another time transcribed. Therefore, the production of mRNA by the virus AD2 at a relatively later time (post-infection) includes all of the earlier transcribed sequences in addition to mRNAs which account for almost all of the remainder of the viral genome (Flint, 1977). In contrast, it is probable that some eukaryotic intervening sequences may never be transcribed nor have a regulatory function (Darnell, 1978). This has led to the suggestion that a "genes-in-pieces" structure is the primitive genomic trait, in contrast to the more highly "streamlined" form found in bacteria and viruses (Doolittle, 1978). The intervening sequences may allow a certain degree of evolutionary plasticity in terms of evolving new proteins via novel splicing of the mRNA, if the new protein produces a selective advantage (Gilbert, 1978). However, it is also possible that "... many eukaryotic cells simply do not have an equivalent facility for deleting "excess" sequences so that nonfunctional "intervening" sequences would be maintained for a longer time in eukaryotes" (Darnell, 1978).
Transposable elements in the genus *Drosophila* were initially described due to their ability to cause spontaneous mutations (Green, 1977). Subsequently, these sequences were demonstrated to be repetitious and to have the ability to excise and insert in numerous genomic locations (Ilyin et al., 1978; Potter et al., 1979; Strobel et al., 1979). The phenotypic effects produced by these elements may be directly attributable to their insertion into either regulatory regions or within structural genes (Rubin, 1983). These elements may increase genetic variability through their effecting mutations and chromosomal rearrangements as well as preventing the admixture of certain gene pools through hybrid dysgenesis (Kidwell et al., 1977). However, whether or not these factors are of selective importance to the organism is not yet known (Rubin, 1983). These several examples illustrate the difficulty in assigning or dismissing any functional attribute for a specific sequence family, however, it is interesting that the majority of the putative functions for highly repeated sequences (i.e., nucleosome phasing, Strauss and Varshavsky, 1984; microtubule-chromosome interaction, Avila et al., 1983; influence on gene activity, e.g., Moss, 1983; Andrews et al., 1984; chromosomal attachment to the nuclear envelope, Rae and Franke, 1972; and redistribution of chiasmata, Miklos and Nankivell, 1976) involve protein-DNA interactions.

In *Drosophila*, spontaneous or induced chromosomal rearrangements that result in the alignment of normally separated heterochromatic and euchromatic segments, may produce profound changes in phenotype. The phenotypic expression caused by such cytological reorganizations were first defined by Muller (1930)
and were subsequently named "variegated position effects" due to their mosaic expression in the mutant individual (Lewis, 1950). This effect is apparent both when euchromatic loci are positioned within heterochromatin (e.g., Ratty, 1954) and when loci normally located in heterochromatic regions are transferred to a distal location relative to the heterochromatin (e.g., Parker, 1967). A number of factors impinge upon the degree to which the phenotypic abnormalities associated with this phenomenon are expressed. For example, although variegation is extensively induced by autosomal heterochromatin, it has been suggested that greater than 50% of the rearrangements of X and Y heterochromatin to euchromatic regions have no effect on the euchromatic loci (Spofford, 1976). Furthermore, by manipulating additional environmental and genetic factors, one can lessen the expression of the mutant phenotype. Such an effect is produced by altering the temperature at which the flies are reared. Therefore, Gowan and Gay (1934) described a greater level of mutant regions in the eyes of individuals with the "Mottled-3" phenotype when they were reared at lower temperatures relative to those flies reared at higher temperatures.

A further consequence of the variegated position effect seems to suggest at least two possible regulatory mechanisms. Cohen (1962) examined the effects of a rearrangement that placed heterochromatin and the centromere on opposite sides of several marker genes. She found that both bodies of heterochromatin were able to affect not only the loci proximal to them, but also each of the other more distally located genes. This so-called
"spreading effect" indicates that the mechanism responsible for the phenotypic change originates in the heterochromatin and moves into the genic region (Cohen, 1962). It has been suggested that the heterochromatic region has a specific property that determines its highly condensed, and presumably transcriptionally inactive, nature. Furthermore, it is assumed that the normal junction sites between this chromatin and the euchromatin have the ability to limit the extent of this condensation (Spofford, 1976). However, when a new junction is formed, the heterochromatin most likely causes a defect in the transcriptional process that may well be due to the production of structural changes in the euchromatin (Rushlow et al., 1984). Thus, the condensation of the euchromatin into a heterochromatin-like structure might render the gene loci transcriptionally inactive. This type of structural change has seemingly been cytologically detected in that the variegating loci lack their normal banding patterns in Drosophila polytene chromosomes and appear more like the proximal heterochromatin (Hartmann-Goldstein, 1967). A molecular analysis of three white mutants, that demonstrate variegated position effects, led Tartof et al. (1984) to propose a model in which there are initiation and termination sites that establish the boundaries of the heterochromatized DNA. Furthermore, if these sites exist, they are most likely infrequently distributed within the heterochromatin (Tartof et al., 1984). Therefore, the spreading effect and the entire phenomenon of variegating position effect may be explained by such factors via their effect on the heterochromatization of a portion of the proximal euchromatin.
A second explanation for the observed position effect relates to the findings of Moss (1983) and Andrews et al. (1984). These authors have shown that Xenopus repetitive sequence elements, related to promoter sequences, can enhance or suppress the activity of the respective promoter. In the situation described by Andrews et al. (1984) this occurs when a satellite sequence is placed into a plasmid containing the 5S genes and when the repeated sequence is present in a separate plasmid vector. This effect was produced when the plasmids carrying the sequences were either injected into oocyte nuclei or incubated in HeLa S-100 extracts. The competition was attributed to the presence of a RNA polymerase III "transcription unit" in the satellite repeat that was 10-25-fold more efficient than that of the 5S RNA genes. Therefore, these satellite sequences have the capability of profoundly effecting the transcription of certain essential genes. If these sequences were "competitive" throughout development, the organism might be detrimentally affected. Furthermore, it appears that, in vivo, most of the Xenopus satellite I sequence family is in non-transcribed regions of the chromatin (Jamrich et al., 1983). This finding has led to the suggestion that these sequences may not bind a significant number of transcription factors (Andrews et al., 1984). An alternative to this explanation is that such sequences do have the ability to bind transcription factors and, therefore, may affect the process of gene regulation (Appels and Peacock, 1978). However, if termination sequences are present proximal to the RNA polymerase binding site, one would not predict the production of
transcripts of these "competitor" sequences. If the movement of, for instance, the Xenopus satellite sequence to a euchromatic region caused the previously transcriptionally inert sequence to be available to bind polymerase molecules, the genes proximal to such a highly repeated sequence could be inactivated as a result of a competitive interaction. Therefore, the pretranslational effects detected by Rushlow et al. (1984) for the rosy locus might be the result of the positioning of a competitively superior sequence (in terms of binding necessary transcriptional molecules) near this locus.

Findings from a study of a developmental transition in Xenopus embryos indirectly suggest the potential importance of quantitative variation in satellite DNA (Newport and Kirschner, 1982a, b). It was discovered that at the midblastula stage, there is a major change in development which includes the initiation of transcription. The factor which apparently governs this change is the ratio of the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Newport and Kirschner, 1982a). Furthermore, it was discovered that the introduction of plasmid DNA equivalent to the amount present in the cell stage just prior to the developmental transition induced premature transcription (Newport and Kirschner, 1982b). In other words, the developmental switch could be prematurely initiated through the addition of excess DNA. These authors suggested a model, whereby, the initiation of transcription was governed by the titration of "suppressor molecules" which bound to the DNA. When all of the molecules were associated with DNA, the remaining unbound DNA was free to act as a template for transcription.

In relation to the above studies, the data presented for the
Caledia highly repeated sequences demonstrate that at least some of the repeat families possess structural features that have a potential for involvement in the organization and, thereby, the functioning of the genome. For example, an interesting characteristic of the 168 bp repeats, involving the 18 bp conserved region is the presence of two-fold or dyad symmetry. This type of symmetry was first found by Gilbert and Maxam (1973) in the nucleotide sequence of the lac operator. These authors suggested that the dyad symmetry present in this region might facilitate the interaction of the repressor protein (known to bind this sequence) with the DNA on a two-fold symmetrical axis. The two 6 bp stretches at either end of the lac operator region of symmetry are separated by a distance of approximately one turn of the helix (Gilbert and Maxam, 1973) and, therefore, are located on the same side of the DNA molecule.

As shown in Chapter 3 the major area of dyad symmetry in the 168 bp repeat involves 17 bp of the 18 bp conserved region and 25 bp immediately adjacent to this stretch. The similarity of this region to not only the protein binding site of the lac operator, but also to other sites of protein-DNA interaction (Dickson et al., 1975; Bennett et al., 1978; Bennett and Yanofsky, 1978), is quite striking. The major difference between the area of dyad symmetry in the 168 bp repeat and the previously described protein binding sites is that of length. The area of symmetry, which has as one "arm" the conserved region, is 42 bp in length. This is exactly twice the length of the lac operator site (Gilbert and Maxam, 1973), over twice the size of the trp
operator binding site (Bennett et al., 1978; Bennett and Yanofsky, 1978) and corresponds to exactly four turns of the DNA helix. It is also of interest to note that when the entire 168 bp repeat is examined for the presence of two-fold symmetry that a region beginning at position 22 and ending at position 147 shows extensive dyad symmetry. This stretch corresponds to exactly 12 turns of the helix and once again this is suggestive of a region available for protein-DNA interaction.

The two-fold symmetry present in the Caledia sequence is not unique for highly repeated DNA. Hsieh and Brutlag (1979a) described a protein which preferentially bound to a 359 bp Drosophila satellite sequence. By utilizing restriction enzyme analysis of the DNA-protein complex it was demonstrated that only a small portion of the repeat was involved in binding the protein (Hsieh and Brutlag, 1979a). An examination of the nucleotide sequence of the 359 bp repeat revealed an area, corresponding to the general region of the DNA-protein binding site, which possessed dyad symmetry (Hsieh and Brutlag, 1979b).

If the regions of symmetry in the Caledia repeat, in particular the 42 bp stretch, function as protein binding sites it is necessary to accommodate any variability in base pair sequence among the repeats. Although the 42 bp region contains 17 bases which are highly conserved there are also 14 variable sites. These represent single base pair changes involving either substitutions or additions. It is important to note that the frequency of change at these sites does not exceed 0.06 (see Chapter 3, Figs. 5 and 6). In addition, Bennett and Yanofsky (1978) have demonstrated that although point mutations within the
trp operator produce constitutive mutants, these mutants have levels of constitutivity ranging from 20% to 70%. This would seem to indicate that while the repressor-operator interaction is indeed hindered by point mutations, it is not completely excluded. Therefore, one might predict that the point mutations present in the putative recognition site in the Caledia repeats would not necessarily negate the potential for formation of a specific protein-DNA complex. It is also possible that the highly conserved nature of the 18 bp region reflects a necessary property of having at least one half of the protein-DNA interaction site invariant.

A second novel structure detected in the Caledia highly repeated sequences was the d(CA)$_{25}$ tract in one of the Eco repeats. The alternating pyrimidine/purine format of this sequence is significant in that this is believed to be the basic structure necessary to form Z-DNA (Nordheim et al., 1981; Felsenfeld et al., 1982). Z- or left-handed DNA was initially detected by X-ray crystallographic analysis of a d(CG)$_3$ fragment (Wang et al., 1979). This DNA sequence was demonstrated to form a double helical crystal like B-DNA, however, a number of major structural differences were apparent between the two DNA forms. For example, the Z-DNA "helix sense" was left- rather than right-handed, there were 12 as opposed to 10 residues per helical turn and the diameter was approximately 18 angstroms in contrast to the 20 angstrom diameter of the B-DNA helix (Wang et al., 1979). The presence of the Z-DNA structure has been detected in the interband regions of Drosophila melanogaster polytene chromosomes.
(Nordheim et al., 1981). Although the occurrence of this conformation in vivo remains equivocal (Hill and Stollar, 1983; Robert-Nicoud et al., 1984), Nordheim et al. (1981) have noted the amenability of the Z-DNA conformation to a gene regulatory role due to the reversibility of the structure. Furthermore, they suggested that not only may the Z-DNA alter the proximal DNA structure, but it may, through supercoiling, affect the transcription of gene regions distal to itself. Such a speculation indicates the potential significance for the unique structure of the Eco repeats and their dispersed nature in the Caledia genome.

The findings from all of the studies discussed above, including those concerning Caledia, suggest an exciting dimension to highly repeated DNA. It is evident that the general lack of transcriptional activity, late-replication, cytological appearance and the unique molecular structure of tandemly repeated sequences are not necessarily, as assumed by many authors, indicative of genetic inertness. Rather, they may well belie profound and complex functional attributes within an organism (John and Miklos, 1979). In relation to the putative role of competition, discussed above, there are two essential components which must be present. First, the "pool" of protein molecules (eg., suppressors, initiators, cofactors) must be limited in their amount, leading to an effect through titration. Second, the DNA-protein binding reaction must be reversible, resulting in a state of equilibrium. Thus, a perturbation in the numbers of unbound protein factors available for binding would result in an overall effect at the level of the chromosome. Many aspects of
cell metabolism could effect these two components. One possible parameter is the addition or deletion of competitor repetitive DNA sequences. In this regard, the Caledia system offers the very real potential to resolve how specific highly repeated DNA families interact with other components within the cell. 1) Studies of the potential for amplification and spread of repeated sequences can be made utilizing the techniques of tissue culture and cell fusion. Thus, sequences unique to one cytotype could be introduced into another complement and any subsequent evolution of this sequence could be monitored. 2) Furthermore, as demonstrated by Andrews et al. (1984), satellite sequences can be tested for any effect they may have on gene transcription through the use of competition experiments. Such determinations should also be informative for the Caledia highly repeated sequence families. 3) Finally, it is currently possible to test for the binding of molecules to specific DNA regions in the chromatin matrix. Church and Gilbert (1984) have described a technique that allows an assay of the structure of uncloned DNA in terms of its interaction with other molecules. Therefore, this method should allow an initial assessment of whether the area of dyad symmetry, in the 168 bp repeats, is involved in the binding of proteins. It is apparent that whatever the results of such experiments, these data will enhance our understanding of the in vivo properties and evolution of highly repeated sequences.
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